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.... ux WELLES~EY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., MARCH I 0, 1966 No, 20 
CG Finals End This Week Legislature Passes Sales Tax 
h,· Gail Mii:t/11/ '67 
A "Ta~ation Mil~stone" re11ortetl 
The Boston Globe; "an example of 
r!'sponsible ;wtion" said Gov. John 
\ "olpe; and "a bacl day for thE' 
people of Massal'llllsetts" Mid Rt> n-
ate President Mauri1·e A. Donahue. 
After a li:1rassing one-month strug-
11: le. the Massadlllsetts State Legi;;-
lature last week passed a sa lE>s tax. 
perhaps 1·unently the only pral'lkal 
solut ion to the state's rinandal 
,;trife. 
ot her alternative (ex1·epl the sides 
tax) that Is 1H·a1·tit'a lly feasible in 
the ~hort run. In Massarhnsetts it 
wa!' the only thing they t•ould have 
clone." 
Policy Question 
A tax Jaw amendment sponsored 
by the Donahue fattion provides 
that the 1966 ballot put a "policy 
question" before the voters. Al -
Victory for Volpe though the results are not binding 
The passage of the sales lax upon the legis lature, the people "-111 
marks a ,.il'tory for Hepu blil'an Gov. thus give their opinion about t he 
John \'olpe over a DemoC'ralie leg- sales tax. 
iHlature, but a ll have not been re- Gov. Volpe, who will undoubtedly 
1·01wilecl. Senate Pres. Douahue c·on- run ror re-ele<'lion this fall, is unrler-
tinues to oppose the measure. de standably opposed to the "polic)' 
r laring that "the battle has been ques tion," adding that it would "c·er-
Liquor and Cigarettes lost. bu t the war has just begun." utinly be more fair if there "·er·e a 
The new law, whkh expire« Del'. Donahue has personal politic'al C'l1oice offered between a sales and 
I
. ' t I 3<·1 le · I 1·111·ome ' 'ax." ln<"ome laxes would 31. 196i. <Teates a 1m1 ec " sa s i::oa ls al stake: the gubernatona ... 
tax to begin Atll'il I anti new or <'l{'(·tion this fall. As Hobert Healy, have to be approximately doubled 
im·rea sed exl'ise ta xe,; - 30 1/, in poit ic·al editor of The Boston Gobe In order to raise the necessary mon-
c·rease in liquor tax<>s and a 2~·E>n t poiuled out here last WE'ek, Dona- ey. 
rise pPr pa1·k or C'igare11e:-; - to be hue aims lo make the sales tax is- Sinre the Democ·rats were unable 
immediately e ffec·th·t>. -<llt> "t he primary c·ore of his ram- to 1>rotl11C'e a viable prog-ram of thei r 
Finals for College Government junior offices beg in t oday a nd en d Satu r-
day. From top left to r ight are candidates for bursar; Nancy Adler, Joan 
Ma nhei mer, a nd Conn ie Stowe (not shown ); fo r J un ior vice preside nt 
Jane Plumme r, Na ncy Kellogg, and Martha (Stoney) Wiske. Bottom left 
to right are NSA-S EC - rep ca ndidates, Jory Blakemore, Jane Oliver, and 
Mary Ca lhoun. 
l'rol'isions ha, . ., bee 11 i rw 1 utl •·•!. .. ·:a.:'.ii.:::,:·•:1.~-----------___.!=--C-'-;;11;::1 1_i1_11_1e~d:--0_11_p-;a1:;;;e;-1_w_e;ll-·e __ ho" e\'er to make the taxes l('ss re- _ 
i::ress ive.' Mos t rood. fuel. l'lothing. Brooke Exam·1nes Two Party System anci rea ci inJ.: malerial is la X·t>:: .. 111p1 • f 
f.'ami lie:-; ean1i11),( ll'SS 1 hall $!iUlll' Need For Oppos·11·1on Party 
"ill rec·eive an inc·omt' rl'bale of$ I Discusses 
for the family heatl , $1 for lh<' 
spouse, anci $X for e\'ery other 1le-
Wilson Fund Grants Awards 
To Seven Wellesley Students 
/>y Wendy Wys<' '68 pendent. cit>clt11'lible from their sta t<' 
inc·ome tax. Describing the need for and the 
$200 Million Needed role of a responsible opposition party, 
111 order to instig-ate mul'l1 11Pe1led Massachusetts Attorney General Ed· 
l'duc·at ional rl'form ancl to pay the \\ ard Brooke spoke on "Youth In-
money o\\'ecl to the to\\'ns anci l'ilies. volvement in the Two Party System" 
Massa C'l1usetts must qukkly raise in Alumnae Hall. Monday, March 7. 
nearly 200 million dollars. Si1we the His "deep concern with the fai lure 
state 1·onslitution prohibits a 11:nul- of the two party system, both in the 
uated i111·ome tax ancl Ma~sac-liu · natiO!l and in Massachusetts" was the 
sells' 11roperty laxes are already the take-off point for the speech of the 
most oppressive in the nation , lhE' Republican candidate for Senator. 
f'a les tax seems the only possible Since "dissent and discussion are 
solution . needed to form foreign and domestic 
The Woodrow Wilson National Fel-
lowship Foundation has announced 
the selection of 1,048 fellowship win-
ners for 1966-67. The winners include 
the following seven Wellesley seniors; 
Mary E. Fischer , majoring in politi-
cal science; An!le C. Friederici, also 
in political science; Jean A. Kramer, 
history; Miriam L. Levering. history 
<Wilson awarded in religion and so-
ciety); Sheri L. Moore. 1·hemistry 
t awarded in organic chemistry 1: 
Mary L. Shanley, political science ; 
and Lyn Tolkoff, musicology. 
Foundation), a living stipend of $2000 
and allowances for their dependent 
children, while the graduate school 
they choose to ~ttend receives an 
additional grant. Using funds pro-
vided by the Ford Foundation, the 
fellowship foundation will Spe!ld $5.7 
million this year, intended to encour-
age and support potential college 
teachers. 
Farmer, Twins, Trustee 
ln a boast somewhat resembling 
that of Operation Maleh, the Wilson 
Poun<lation notes that its "inners 
Marnhall I. Goldman. assoc·iall' policy," Brooke charged that govern-
111·ofessor or l'<·onomks. c·ommentl'tl ment by one party tends to "get 
that "from a pure eC'onomisl's point complacent, lazy and arrogant." 
of view. H's not goo'.I. it still is a ){epublicans Falter 
rcl!;r<'ssive tax , and ."''II 1~rob;~bly b<'· Brooke acknowledged that the Re-
c·ome more reg-ressive '''Ith lime · · · publica:1 party has faltered both be-
ThE' bes t thin~ \\'oul<I be a pro~res- cause of inadequate campaign slra-
Comin111•d 011 page 1<•11 sh·e in1·omP tax ... but theres no tcgy a nd the "wide gap" between the 
_ _____________ _:_ _________ _ _ ___ , " leaders and the masses of people 
ET to P S S who make up the party." But the resent even cenes most serious lack is in the substance 
of the party platform, its failure to 
cope with "economic and social trans-
formation." 
Though the nation is faced with 
such problems as transportation. pol-
lution, urban renewal and ghettos. 
"the Republicans have had no ex-
peric!lce in coming to grips with 
these problems," Mr. Brooke assert-
ed. 
He defined the Republican policy 
as one which decrees that the "gov-
er!lment should help people to do what 
they cannot do for themselves." lf 
the government is bigger now. it is 
because everything is bigger and the 
individual needs more protection. 
While the Democrats "stand for 
te mporary relief and not permanent 
cure," the Republicans hope to "get 
at the roots" of social problems. 
Brooke would !lOl "reject the Demo-
crats' solution because then they 
would think we are refusing to admit 
4 he existence of the problems." 
Me-too ism 
"l don't mean me-tooism, although 
I'm not afraid of me-tooism," he said, 
and added that the Republicans 
Continued 011 fl{l~e efe1•en 
Ten Wellesley students earned hon-
orable mentio!l. They are Amy D. 
Bright, et"onomi<-s: Sally S. Engle, 
anthropology; Sally S. Householder, 
physiology; Katherine W. Kolb, 
French literature; Barbara J. Mun-
son, English literature; Ann Schultze. 
English; Hdlly ~ Smith, philo-
sophy; E. Victoria Spelman, phil-
osophy; Ann H. Wegner, history or 
science; and Hope P. Weissman, Eng-
lish. 
One-Third Women 
Brzezinski Lecture Examines 
Relations in Communist Bloc 
One-third of the winners were wom-
en. Among other colleges in the 
area, Radcliffe had 11 winners and 
an equal number of honorable men-
tions, Smith claimed six winners and 
nine honorable me!ltions, and Mt. 
Holyoke had six winners and five 
honorable mentions. 
Among the winners, over 80% ma-
iored in the humanities and the so-
cia I sciences. and those awarded fel -
lowships ranged in age from 16 to 
50 years old. The new Fellows come 
from 380 different colleges a!ld uni-
versities in the United States a nd 
Canada, twenty-six producing Wood-
row Wilson Fellows for the first lime. 
The winners represent twenty-four 
fields of study. 
Honorable Mention 
The Foundation also accorded hon-
orable mention to 1,599 semi-finalists. 
Altogether over 11,000 sludents were 
nominated by their professors. Fol-
lowing the nominations, regional pan-
els o! college teachers and admin-
istrators screened the applicants and 
interviewed approximately one-third 
of them in January. 
Woodrow Wilson Fellows get one 
academic year of graduate education 
<with tuition a!ld fees paid by the 
Giraudoux's "M adwoman of Chaillot" and her eccentric cronies (I. to r. 
Jima Rice '66, Karen Avakian '67, Pricilla Fox '69 and Betsy Gesmer '67) 
plot at tea to save the world from the forces of evil in a .scene ~rom ET's 
Spring Festival on Friday and Saturday evenings, at 8 o c lock. rn Je;--~tt. 
Friday's bill offers a dramatic potpourri of varying tones and 1ntens1t1es , 
ranging from t ragedy to whimsy, from heaviness to eccentricity. The fes-
tival will open with Yeat's heavy-toned " Purgatory," then moves to 
Smith's me lodramatic "The Drunkard," and Giraudoux's light-footed 
"Madwoman," and ends with Kopit's slig htly absurd "Oh Dad, Poor Dad, 
Ma ma's Hung You in -the Closet and I'm Fee ling so Sad." Saturday even-
ing's productions will have the common theme of communication. Begi n-
ning this second phase of the festiva l will be readings from Milne's 
poetry and prose accompanied by pantomine. Studies in the collapse of 
communication-Delaney's " A Taste of Honey" and Williams' "The Gla66 
Menagerie" wi ll c lose the festival. 
"International relations" are re-
placing " integral relations" among 
-the Communist states, Dr. Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, renowned political sci-
enti st and currently a professor al 
Columbia U!liversity, argued in a lec-
ture here last Tuesday evening. 
In the past internal pol:icies of one 
country were seen as directly affect-
ing and as an integral part of every 
other Communist count 'J'. Today, tra-
ditional "international relations" with 
increased tolerance of individuality 
and divergence , characterize the 
unity between members of the Com· 
munist bloc. 
The Sino-Soviet dispute, by help-
ing to equalize the assymetrical bal-
ance of power between satellites and 
the Soviet Union and to weaken their 
ideological cohesion, together with a 
gq>wing sense of stcurjty, has ren-
dered the East European states more 
independent and nationalistic. 
Consequently, pointed out Dr. Brz-
ezinski, these smaller Communist 
bloc states seek more stable, recip-
rocal relations with the Soviet Union, 
based no longer on political depend-
ency or a homogenous ideological 
bond, but on the more limited tradi· 
tiona\ "international" practice of mu-
tual security <as seen in the recent 
revival of the Warsaw Treaty>. 
The Soviet Union has, moreover, 
learned to compromise and make al-
lowanc.es for indi'!'1dual differences 
and disagreements among Commu-
nist states. For the first time, !loted 
Dr. Brzezinski, Soviet political sci-
e!ltists are theorizing about possible 
"international" relations among the 
socialistic states. 
The problem of rising nationalism 
in the East European states confronts 
the West with the problem of creating 
a frameY{ork for unity that will pre-
ve!lt the chaos of El1lkanization and 
nationalistic conflict. Dr. Brzezinski 
feels that the U.S. must initiate mul· 
tila teral peaceful arrangements to 
unify Europe. 
In Asia, Dr. Brzezinski feels that 
we must pursue a policy of contain-
ment but not exclusion of Red China. 
He feels that the question "Will the 
Chinese interve!le in Viet Nam?" is 
the wrong one, not only because it 
cannot be answered but because it is 
dangerous politically and internation-
ally - it puts a "premium" on Chi· 
Continued 011 page four 
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EDITORIALS 
A Taxing Problem 
Amidst emotional furor and threats of repeal 
hy public initiative, the Democratic Massachusetts 
State Legislature last week passed Republican 
Governor John Volpe's sales tax proposal. It 
would be ideaJistic, however, to view this Jaw as 
an instance of non-partisan unity for a much-
needed, economically justifiable reform. 
Support for the saJes tax at this particular time 
by the Democrats, who outnumber Republicans 
159 to 68 in the House and 27 to 13 in the Senate, 
seems as much motivated by partisan aims as by 
humanitarian or economic concerns. 
That M assachusetts needs additional funds and 
that the sales tax is the only practical means to 
obtain it, most Democratic leaders will concede. 
In view of the necessity of the Jaw and, at the 
same time, of the general public dislike for taxa-
tion , passage of the bill now is advantageous to the 
Democrats : in the fall elections, the potentially 
distasteful sales tax can be labelled " Republican." 
Since the sales tax is expected to raise 180 mil-
lion dollars this year , the Governor has also ex-
pressed hope that property tax rates may eventu-
ally be lowered. Payment of property taxes oc-
curs at the end of the year, however, and the sales 
tax does not become effective until April I st. 
Therefore, when the voter goes to the polls in 
November, he will be suffering the burden of both 
tax forms. Again, an advantage for the Demo-
crats. 
Yet, whatever the motives behind its passage, 
the sales tax law law does seem economically jus-
tifiable and necessary for Massachusetts. To re-
spond to demands for increased services, the state 
must have more money. 
First of all, to carry out any of the educational 
reforms proposed by the recent Willis Commis-
sion - including projects like English High School 
for the Madison Park area - the state needs 
money. 
Secondly, by a statute known as Chapter 90, 
Roads, the state has agreed to finance a certain 
An Uneven 
Two weeks ago, four new faces appeared on the 
Wellesley campus. Perhaps it was because they 
didn't look so different from anyone else that their 
presence was only noticed by those who found an 
unfamiliar gir l, not carrying a cello case, emerge 
at all sorts of hours from the room next door, a 
curiously unfamiliar face at the breakfast table, 
o r a new voice in a class or in Senate meeting. 
In any case, the four visitors, two from Sarah 
Lawrence and two from Swarthmore, were con-
spicuously inconspicuous, with many students to-
tally unaware that something new had been added 
and others uncertain just what. The purpose of the 
exchange, origin[\]lylinstituted at Sarah Lawrence 
several years agQ when students, faculty and ad-
ministration felt that exposure to only one system 
and philosophy of education made the necessary 
perspective and objectivity impossible, is only in-
cidentally to enable eight gi rls, four from Wellesley 
and four from other colleges, to gain this perspec-
tive. 
These visitors had things to say, ideas to share, 
criticisms to offer, and questions to ask. This is 
obvious to those who stayed up late or got up 
early to discuss everything from 'dons' to the psy-
chology of art, from coffee to protests, from dor-
mitory regulations to Viet Nam. This fact along 
with the ideas, insights and expanded awareness 
percentage of the cost of construction projects or-
ganized and administered by the town and cities. 
To perpetuate and encourage these local efforts, 
the state must pay the towns the money it owes 
them. It must have money. 
Upon his election, Gov. Volpe set up a com-
mission to locate excessive state employment. The 
commission found, instead, that many departments 
had an insufficient number of employees. I ncreas-
ed services require an increase in administrative 
personnel; therefore - again - an increase in 
money. 
Examination of the possible means of raising 
this needed money also reveals the sales tax to 
be the only practically feasible solution. 
An increase in the rates of existing taxes is not 
possible. Property taxes, cu rrently the chief sou rce 
of income, are collected by the state but returned 
to the local areas for use. Under this system, the 
large cities which require the most money, suffer 
the most. High city property taxes - and M assa-
chusetts' are the highest in the nation - discou-
rage residency and the potential taxpayers move 
into the suburbs. Also, since the land used by 
public institutions is not taxable, the proliferation 
of hqspi tals and universities in the big cities may 
actual ly red uce the tax base of these areas. 
Raising the current state income tax rates is 
again impractical. In order to collect 180 million 
dollars, rates would have to be doubled. 
')f course, the best way to raise money would 
he throu!!h a graduated income tax. The State 
Constitution forbids this, however. And if it took 
so long and so many bills to pass a limited sales 
tax, how could the Legislature rouse the votes 
necessary for a constitutional amendment? 
Nobody likes to pay taxes. The Republicans and 
obviously the Democrats are aware of this fact. 
Yet in view of the demands of the citizens, the 
pressing needs of the state, and the limited means 
of raising money, the sales tax seems Massachu-
setts' only alternative-for the time being at least. 
Exchange 
gained by the Wellesley exchange students will 
also be evident to those who read the art icles on 
the exchange in News this week and next. But 
equally obvious and distinctly more distressing is 
the restros~ctive awareness that so many students 
and faculty members missed what might have been 
an unparalleled opportunity to critically re-evalu-
ate our educational system and consider al terna-
tives to the existing st ructures, rules and programs. 
The opportunity was overlooked as casually as a 
typing mistake or a clerical error, simply through 
lack of organization, insufficient planning, and the 
inexplicable sponsorship of the program by two 
uncoordinated campus gl"oups. 
As long as students from other colleges feel 
that it is worth their while to arrange an exchange 
and as long as Wellesley chooses to reciprocate, 
which is, we feel , commendable, it is essential to 
use the exchange to its greatest advantage. While 
the exchange students· stay here shou ld not be 
crammed with receptions, required meetings o r 
structured programs. an informal. well-pub ii\ t-zed 
panel discussion in Room f or elsewhere is essen-
tia l. Written parting comments are both interesting 
and informative, but dialogue, as one philosopher 
once discovered, is much more provocative, consi-
derably more illuminating, and obviously more in-
volving. 
Credit Where It's Due 
Academic freedom became an abused house-
hold world long before the University of Califor-
nia ~t Berkeley hit the front pages. Yet somehow 
we hear very little about academic freedom here. 
Perhaps that's because many people simply as-
sume that it doesn 't exist. 
In a letter to the editor appearing in this week's 
News, Rosy Metrailer, President of Forum, eriH· 
cizes the "unwarranted" attacks on the adminis-
tration which resulted from the cancellation of a 
projected talk by Yale professor Staughton Lynd. 
Mr. Lynd, explains Miss Metrailer, declined For-
um's invitation after his decision not to make pub-
lic addresses anywhere in the United States. H e 
was not suppressed by the administration. 
We agree with Miss Metrailer's statement that 
college policy with respect to speakers is liberal. 
Under the sponsorship of a club, college organiza-
tion, or academic department, any speaker may 
appear here. Individuals interested in bringing a 
lecturer to the campus need only contact the ap-
propriate groups. 
T he rumors which were spread over the Lynd 
cancellation are symptomatic of a tendency here 
toward irresponsible, unmeaningful attacks which 
are a source of embarrassment to those who feel 
that serious criticism can be effective only if it is 
based on thoughtful examination of the issues at 
hand. At the same time, we suggest that credit be 
given where and when it is due. 
The Reader Writes 
Madame Chiang 
To the Editor: 
Your issue or December 10th has 
come to my attention. I congratulate 
you upon your splendid work in pub· 
lishing so ambitious and ('Omprehe!l-
sive a paper. n is indeed the best 
way to keep abreast of present day 
activities and thinking at Wellesley. 
I enclose a check for a year's sub-
scription. 
Although I realize that current mat-
ters must engage your interest, I am 
constrained to comme!lt on your cov-
erage or l\laclame Chiang's visit. As 
a classmate and long time friend of 
Madame Chiang, I was privileged to 
be in Wellesley during her \'isit. I was 
surprised by Miss Migdal's "critique·· 
:rnd question whether what seems to 
me a superficial and unrealistic ap-
praisal is shared by the majority of 
the college community for which she 
claims lo speak. 
"Glamour ... excitement ... elo-
quent gentility"' as the key!lole of 
Madame Chaing's visit seems an 
adolescent reaction I would hardly 
ex•pect from to-day's mature students. 
True those things were present but 
they do indeed amount to little com-
pared to the more vital and construc-
tive forces Madame Chiang's life and 
work represent. No mention was 
made of her dedication to freedom, 
her constructive, dynamic work tow-
ards the building of a better society. 
Her equanimity and poise have not 
been attained by being sheltered from 
to-day's grim realities but rather by 
faci!lg up to them resolutely and by 
having faith in the eventual overcom-
ing of those forces which imperil our 
freedom. Madame Chiang told all too 
little of what has been. accomplished 
by Free China and of what she per-
sonally has done in the face of ter-
rific obstacles. 
Of course there are sharp and fun-
damental differe!lces of opm1on 
among the students and the faculty, 
as indeed there are among the mem-
bers or the Administration, as to the 
mean:; of preserving our freedom. 
One could not expect unanimity O!l 
that controversial subject. But when 
Miss Migdal states that the students 
and faculty are "largely unsympathe-
tic to her political ·position"' one might 
infer that Mao Tse-lung's commun-
istic philosophy has a greater appeal 
to the Wellesley commu!lity ! Ques-
tioning the means of preserving our 
freedom is in the American tradition 
but to question freedom itself is quite 
another matter. I hope I have mis-
interpreted the phrase "political posi-
tion" but I feel it is an unfortunate 
expression for Nationalist China and 
the United States are surely both de· 
dicated to a free society. 
I hope Daisy Atterbury's letter to 
the Editor has been published and if 
so r would like a copy of the issue in 
which it appears. Hers is a voice 
worth hearing for her knowledge of 
Asian problems comes from a life-
time of living and working in Asia. 
Every good wish to you and your 
colleagues in your important work. 
Si!lcerely yours, 
Grace Ballard <Mrs. Harold D.) 
Hynds '17 
Forum Clarifies 
To the editor: 
In rel'ent weeks a rumor has 
!lt>read through the C'ampus that 
Forum planned to invite Yale pro-
fN•sor Staughton Lynd to speak at 
Wellesley. This is true, a!ld Pro-
resllor Lyncl was invited. 
A rumor has also spread that 
Professor Lynd's invitation was dis· 
allowed or suppressed by the ad· 
ministration of the C'ollege, prevent· 
ing him from speaking here. This 
is not at all true, and I think neres· 
sitates a publlr statement of the 
actual facts and of administration 
policy with regard to speakers on 
campus. 
Unfortunately. Professor Lynd 
\\·as not able to accept our invlta· 
tion because of his decision made 
just about three weeks ago not to 
Continued on page four 
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Students Trade Visits, Insights 'Scho.lar-Players' Off~r Bard :;i 
by Margie Fox '68 Student-Faculty Relations pline' is weakened, as is the rigor of Taming Game - Gaming Lame. 
Editor 's note : Thls is the first of An!le's comments fell in with class and confere!lce work." 
two article:> on the student exchanges Barb's. She noted of class discussions What of the Sarah Lawrence girls' 
between Wellesley, Sarah Lawrence, that "Though it is sometimes irritat- reaction to Wellesley's system? Mary 
and Swarthmore. An article on the ing to see a student take class time commented, "Your facilities are very 
Swarthmore exchange will appear to develop a theme not directly rele- good lmuch better than ours, alas ), 
next week. vant to the discussion, it is thrilling the teachers are very stimulating, 
by Donna Dickerson '67 
By the intermission in last week-
end's Shakespeare Society produc-
tion, the shrew was about to be 
tamed - and the play already had 
been. Only hl the second act did 
the sensitivity of the two leading 
playel'S and the increased vigor of 
action and blocking turn creeping 
boredom into high-flying entertain-
ment. 
Aside from a general lack of ex· 
citement noticeable in the poor en-
trances, static blocking, and preval-
ent upstaging which characterized the 
first half of the play, few of the cen-
tral characters took advantage of the 
slapstick inherent in their roles. Kar-
en Avakia'l's Hortensio seemed as 
wild over his beloved Bianca as over 
a wet noodle; Emily Lloyd's Gremio 
was far too kindly behind the Ben 
Franklin half-frames. As Tranio, 
Nancy Felder exemplified a common 
cast disease, "mustache-fever" - a 
dependence on swaggering, lecherous 
looks, and mustache-twirling to off-
set frankly feminine gestures. 
Pin-striped, loafered Wellesley girls to see the amount of pertinent thought and the girls very interesting, but the 
at Sarah Lawrence? Artsy-craft:sy which does come out in class to en- three don't seem to mesh." 
Sarah Lawrence girls at Wellesley? liven and enrich the classroom ex- Participation Vow 
If all were stereotypes, one would perience." "There is a tremendous amount of 
expect them to be dismally out of Commenting on the co!lference or needless note-taking," she continued. 
place. If instead .all were intelJigent, "don" system, Anne said it alleviates ' 'I'd prefer to see a: few more re-
open-minded young wome!l, then one one of Wellesley's problems. "Stu- sponses. I can' t figure out why there 
would expect them to emerge with dent-faculty relations here a re min- is!l't more discussion, and apparently 
fresh insights into each other's col- imal; a studen t taking the initiative neither can any of you, but I do think 
Difficult as it is to turn the broad· 
est of Shakespeare's comedies into a 
blah bombshell, the begi!lning of the 
play showed the marvelous extent of 
the players' anemic slapstick. The 
antics of Nancy Heller's properly 
bleary-eyed Christopher Sly were can-
celled out by Linda Crabill's mon-
otono11s, line-forgetting Lord. The 
very need for including the often-
omitted induction in the Society's pro-
duction was dubious, since the audi-
e!lce had no need of the players' in-
troduction as an actors' troupe to be 
convinced that most of them were ob· 
viously pl.aying a role . 
lege systems. to get to know a teacher often feels that the situation might be a lleviated 
Fresh Insights she has imposed and can't overcome if everyone vowed to ask one ques-
Four such young women, Welles- a feeling of nervousness and dis- tion or to make one comment in 
ley's Anne Murray '67 and Barb ta!lce. At Sarah Lawrence, due to every class for the next two weeks!" Ending-Entertainment 
Wolff '67 and Sarah Lawrence's Sima the conference system students are Sima too noted that her classes a re But, even in the first act, several 
of the characters managed to over-
come the difficulties obviously beset-
ting female players acting male leads, 
and to bring out the full-bodied humor 
written into the Shrew. As the wide-
eyed, empty-headed servant Grumio, 
Berit Roberg transmitted her pleas-
ure in the role to the audil}tce; as Lu-
centio and Bianca, Nancy Hughes and 
Elizabeth Thresher created a believ-
able romance whose superficiality off-
set nicely the jarri!lg reality of the 
central couple. 
Osdoby '66 and Mary Woodward '67 quite close to the faculty." more lively than ours and focussed 
participated in a student exchange No Mesh on two reasons : "One is because we 
the week of Feb. 20 through 25. Dis- Anne found too that the interde- are truly encouraged to speak our 
cussing their week full of experiences, partmental structure at Sarah Law- minds; the other is because we have 
they prove that those fresh insights rence "eliminates the 'compartmen· j no required cvurses, 110 exams, and 
- on everythi11g from note-taking to talized' qua lity often noticed at Wei- 1 no marks. Students and teachers a re 
school philosophies - did emerge. lesley. On the other hand, a feeling .
1 
in only those courses which truly in-
Explaining Sarah Lawrence's sys- for the subject as a definite 'disci- Continued on page eight 
tern. Anne comments, "Classes are 
conducted informally for the most 
part, with lectures infrequent and 
discussion thick. Each student is per-
sonally acquainted with her instruc-
tor, meeting with him once every 
other week for conferences about her 
out of class work. 
Congenial Conferences 
"Conference work," she continues, 
" runs parallel to class work or takes 
off from it, allowing the student to 
explore with guidance an aspect of 
the subject especially congenial to 
her talents and interests. On the ave-
rage there are fifteen in a class 
I " lectures" containing up to thirty>, 
and each girl takes .three courses all 
year. 
"Departme!lt lines are blurred at 
Sarah Lawrence," she added. "and 
interdepartment themes quite normal 
to a course." 
Lively Classes 
How did the Wellesley girls react 
to this system? Barb, commenting on 
the lively class discussions, felt that 
pa rt of their liveliness derives from 
the freedom to make mistakes in the 
open and learn from them. 
She added that because there are no 
exams, the gain is within the imme-
diate class and t hus there is Jess 
note-taking and more preparatio!l 
and participation. 
Defending Exams 
" I do feel," she noted " that the 
tenor of classes suffers from a lack 
of ri~or, a rigor which Wellesley 
sometimes overemphasizes. Never-
theless, the girls often make fruitless 
comments. 
" I was amazed to find myself de-
fending exams," Barb added. "I think 
by not having them, the girls miss 
the opportunity to see their courses 
as wholes." 
Broadway 
by Chris Franz '69 
"The Lion In Winter," formerly at 
the Colonial Theatre, should be the 
pride of Broadway for many seasons. 
Superb writi?1g. directing. and acting 
combine to make it an outstanding 
work. James Goltlman has based his 
play on the historical struggle within 
the English Royal Family over \\'ho 
5hall succeed to the throne when 
Henry II dies. In fact, the play might 
well be called '·The Royal Hu!lt of 
the Son." 
Robert Preston. as Kin~ Henry. 
brings enormous vitality and dynam-
ism to the part. whether in matching 
wits with his sharp-tongued wife. in 
his te!lder scenes with the Princess 
Alais. or in his lively scrapping with 
his sons. The Queen, played splen-
didly by Rosemary Harris, employs a 
wide range of methods to get her 
way - from melodramatic "scenes" 
to verbal knife-throwing. The Prin-
cess Alais, on the other hand, is 11ot 
a player in this game. but a pawn. 
She was received Crom the old King 
of France to marry the Crown 
Prince; however, there is no chosen 
heir yet, and besides Henry likes 
her, so the Ki!lg is keeping her as 
his mistress. Lastly, the three boys 
compose an unsavory triumvirate. 
Richard ("the lionhearted" ), the eld-
est son, is a cold, hard, twisted young 
man who loves little but fighting. 
Geoffrey is a fawning, conniving, and 
thoroughly unappetizing intellectual. 
John <later, of the Magna Charta l, 
the youngest, is a selfish, spoiled 
teenager who ma'lages to do every-
thing wrong and at the worst possible 
Eudora Welty States 
Place, Theme in Of 
Place 
Fiction 
by Barbara Scltlain '69 
"From the dawn of man's imagin-
ation, place has enshrined the spirit," 
declared Eudora Welty, reading from 
her essay, " Place· in Fiction," last 
Wednesday evening. 
In a charming drawl, and with oc-
casional flashes of wit, Miss Welty 
Eudora Welty 
answered her question of "what 
place has place in fiction," dealing 
along the way with the places of 
reality and po~ of view in charac-
ter , the place of fiction in art, a!ld 
the place of art in life. 
Place, Miss Welty stated, is "rele-
gated by feeling to a place in the 
shadows," to be one of the "lowly 
angels of racing fiction." Neverthe-
less, place gives validity and adds to 
the quality of the writing, while giv-
ing roots and a base of reference to 
the writer himself. F iction is on'ly 
properly at work " in the here and the 
now," and eve!I "fantasy itself must 
have one toe on the ground." 
Using t he metaphor of the child's 
night lamp, Miss Welty said that 
fiction is a combination of the in-
ternal theme of the a uthor and its 
external theme. The art of fiction 
is in the two lying so close to each 
other as to be practically indis-
tinguisha ble. The good novel should 
be "a steadily revealing light." Be-
fore this, the surface must be "vis-
~ble, co!ltinuous, shapely, and pleas-
ing." 
Artist Must Act 
It is the writer's task to disen-
tangle the significant from the irrele-
vant that in the real life world sur-
rounds and entangles it. "With each 
word he wrires, the writer acts," 
making choices, and each choice lim-
Conti nued on page twelve 
Hosts rsuperb' Show 
time. plots and schemes. 
The play concerns the regal wheel- Eve!ltua lly. Henry becomes dis-
ing-and-dealing which take iplace at gusted with all three of his sons. 
'he Royal Court of Chinon, France, and decides to divorce Eleanor so 
i?1 Christmas, 1183. Herc each mem- that he can marry Alais. in the hope 
ber has his own princely candidate. of new sons. H~ locks up Richard. 
Henry himself is determined to have J ohn. and Geoffrey in the wine eel-
.John rule: the queen. Eleanor of tar , and pla11s to ship the Queen back 
Aquitaine, supports Richard; while to the castle where he keeps her 
nobody much likes Geoffry. The plot prisoner between holidays. However. 
thickens with elaborate maneuveri!lg at the last minute Henry suffers a 
and counter-maneuvering between the change of heart. He frees the boys 
various factions, as they each grapple and gives up hope of a remarriage. 
to get the upper hand in the bargain- Despairing, and emotionally drained 
ing or to catch the others oCf guard. by the events of ttie past few days, 
However, it was the sensitivity of 
Toni Botkin's Petruchio and Nina 
Kaufman's Kate that softened the one 
discordant note in the play, the tam-
ing of a woman who may too easily 
be seen as a suffragette martyr in 
an age when obedience was the 
greatest female virtue. Overcoming 
'the origi!lal trace of foppishness 
which forced her to play second fid-
dle to Katherine, Toni crea ted a 
tamer portraying more than the mere 
name of love; using excellent ges-
1 ures and nuances of facial expres-
sion, Nina created a shrew with soft-
ness behind her sharp tongue. To-
gether they stole the show from some 
of t heir less competent comrades, 
finally fashioning a taming e11joyed 
by all - even the shrew herself. 
First Joh!l is in, Geoffrey is his Elea!lor moans, "I want to die; I 
Counselor-to-be. and Richard is out. want to die." But this mood soon 
Then Alais' brother. the new king of passes, and the royal couple trip back 
France, threatens war unless she gets up the dungeon stairs, merrily dis-
to marry Richard, and Richard gets cussing how they will plot against 
to become king. Richard is soon in, each other at the next holiday court. 
but the!I out again when the Queen Anticipating the fun and schemes to Agenda for Open Senate Meethlg: I 
cannot get him to give Aquitaine lo come, He!lry comments, " I hope we Tuesday, March 15 
John in compensation. Bribes. tricks, never die!" "Not a chance of it," the 7:30 in Billings 
and t reachery whip through the royal Queen roplies. And the audience can Discussion 3: Greybook Revisions 
egg-beater in this mad concoction of~o::.n:.::ly:_:a:.'.'.g:re:e:.:., _'.:_'N.:.:o::t__:a::_:c::h:an:::c:e:_:of:_:it:_!'_ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Five ideal dates. 
Three dollars(53 ) 
,Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Opera-
tion Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world's most perfect 
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you. 
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it. 
Now you and 3,400,000 college stuci,~nts in 1500 colleges in 50 
cities can sign up and join in! 
Just send us the coupon. We'll send you the Operation Match 
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto! 
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you're like 
and what you like will be translated into our 7090's memory file. 
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex 
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more 
matches best for you. 
You'll receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers 
within three weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your 
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches 
will be mutual. 
r•••• • •• • • • • • • • •••• • • •••••••••• • • • • • • • • •••••• • ••• • •• , 
Dear IBM 7090, 
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp 
out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick! 
Name School 
Add ress City S tate Zip Code 
Operation Match 
Compa tability Research, Inc. 
671 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
~---------------------------------------------------~ 
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News Interviews .•. 
Miss Spears Explains 
Mademoiselle Contest Underway 
Policy . Mademoiselle magazine has a to compete for Mademolsel•t's 20 ledo. 
unique program - its College Board grand prizes. Each year, 20 of the Last year Wellesley was the only 
- that enables women students to Board members are chosen to be- college to be represented by two 
participate in the magazi!le' s many come Guest Editors. · guest editors: Jane McHale '66 and For Revamping Gym Grades 
activities. This year Wellesley Col- The 20 Guest Editors spend the Linda Sawyer '65. 
Do major causes bore you? If ao 
and you want still to DO something, 
you might try your band at revamp-
ing Wellesley's physical education 
grading system. 
currently, ltudeftts receive letter 
grades in all gym classes, and these 
grades occur on the top line of trans-
cripts. There is !10 indication of which 
physical education course goes with 
which grade, there is jwlt a series of 
grades next to the words "Phys. Ed." 
Tiie Meu B 
What do the grades themselves 
mean anyway? Are they a fair meth-
od of appraising students' efforts? An 
editorial in the Jan. ~issue of News 
recently suggested changing over to 
the pass, pass with distinction, fail 
system, In order to make the grad· 
Ing system fairer to all students, re-
gardless of their individual corporeal 
states and skill levels. 
This reporter interviewed Miss Betty 
Spears, Head of the Physical Educa-
tio~ Department, on this subject, wh<I 
thought that the present system was 
quite fair , and that since the mean 
grade was B, changing to the pass-
fail system would not really change 
much since the same people who 
failed under the present system would 
be likely to fail under the new sys-
tem as well. 
Miss Spears went on to say the 
Physical Education Department re-
viewed their overall policy two years 
ago and did not think it necesary to 
change to a new system. She said, 
·too, that she didn't think students i.'l 
general were terribly upset by the 
existing system since the Phys. Ed. 
Department asks for student opinion 
four times a year and has received 
no requests for changing the grading 
system. Furthermore, a form letter 
in November, 1964 from S.E.C. was 
the only expression ol possible inter-
est in changing the system until this 
reporter's visit. 
Iege will be represented on the month of June in New York as sal- - -------------
Mademoiselle College Board by Llnda aried employees of Mademoi~eae Brzezinski ... 
Crabill '66, Alice Dayton '66, Bonnie They help write. illustrate and edit 
Grad '67, Nancy Heller '67, Joan Maderr.oiselle's August college issue, 
Manheimer '68. June Milton '66, Ter- shar ing offices with :\1adf'moiselle's 
ry Pristin '67, Robi!l Reisig '66. Vir- regular editors. They interview well-
ginia Rice '66, Diane Sawyer '67. Sara known personalities and rc!)resent 
Stoker '66, Bo Thorne '66, Elizabeth the magazine on visits to publishing 
Trowbridge '66 and Pat Worsley 'fi8. houses. stores and advertising agc•n-
Joan. Terry. Robin. Bo and Pat cies. They are Mademol~elle's guests 
are memhers of News. Terry receive1I at parties, discotheques and scrcc'.1-
a "special recommendation" for her ings. In addition. they ure photo-
first entry. granhed for the August issue and re· 
College Board members report reg- ceive special consideration for future 
ularly to Mademol~elle on eve!lts at staff positions with Mademolrelle and 
their colleges, research articles and other Conde Nast publications. Thc-
help Mademoiselle fashion edltors sc- 1965 Guest Editors had a special 
lect models for college Cashion ft!a- bonus - a week's tri"P to Spain. 
Co111i1111ed from page one 
nese intervention. 
The real questio!l insisted Dr. Brz-
ezinski, is "What national interest 
warrants a war with China?" Once 
we make the value of our interest un-
equivocally clear, China will be forc-
ed to assess its own interest in the 
same terms. 
Dr. Brzezinski does not consider 
full-scale intervention i!lto Viet Nam 
by Russia or Red China very likely. 
He pointed out that from past indica-
tions the Chinese a re probably unwill· 
ing to rjsk \Yar for anything short of 
an attack on mainland China. 
Miss Spears added that the Depart-
ment will always be happy to re-eval-
uate the system and reiterated that 
since stude!lts are graded on the total 
"laboratory experience" in gym class 
and since amount of improvement 
and skill-level achieved are both tak-
en into account, the present grading 
system is fair. 
lures. where they visited Madrid a..'ld To· 
The Board is composed or some __ _:_· ----------.!--- -------------
As for the transcripts, Miss Rhome 
said that all required courses tPhysi-
cal Education, Biblical History 104 
and English 100) are listed on the top 
lines for the appropriate years on the 
transcripts to facilitate easy refer-
ence. To rearrange the transcripts 
presents mechanical ·problems which 
might well be out of proportiO!l to the 
value of the change. 
1500 winners of the magazine's an-
nual nationwide College Boarcl Coom-
petition, a contest designed to recog-
nize young women with talent in art. 
writing. editing, photography. lavout . 
fashion design, merchandising. retail 
"romotio!l or advertising. 
Reader Writes More ... 
Ii, however, you still think the 
system needs to be improved and 
that the improvements are worth the 
trouble, Miss Spears suggests that 
you make your suggestions to her 
or to S.E .C. and Miss Rhome sug· 
gests that you see •• Iiss Onderdonk. 
Once a student has been selected 
for the College Board, she is eligible 
SQUARE DANCE 
Alum. Ballroom 
Saturday, March 12, 
from 8 to 12 p.m. 
Admission is free and all are 
welcome. 
Richer Castner-Caller 
What to wear on a picnic? 
Co111i1111ecl from page 111·11 
.11eak any\\"here within the \;nited 
States hen1·eforth. He has clone a 
limited amount of speaki ng at Yale, 
his O\\ n unh·ernity, and is still doing 
some in Canada. He is not. ho\\"· 
eve r. speaking formally in the L'nit· 
NI States, and has «:ttll'elled al l en· 
gagements matle here pre\'lons Lo 
his clel"i;:ion. 
Administ•·~~:lln poky with regard 
to speakers is as liberal a;: possible 
and leaves all prerogatives up to es-
tablished college groups. Any speak-
CJohn M t yer of No,w1ch. Inc 
That John Meyer nicety-the " Panel A" skirt. 
Deftly tailored in a luxurious blend of Dacronf} 
polyester and cotton . Pick from a bouquet 
of colors in sizes 6 to 16. $12 .00. 
Its partner: the tucked short sleeved blouse 
in a cotton print strewn with marigolds, in the 
same delicious colorings. Sizes 6to16. $8.00. 
All prices ir~ "~bout." 
er may btl invited to the l·a'lnpns so 
long as he has the s11onsorship of 
an appropriate college organization, 
a<«1demi<' department. or other re<'-
ognized college entity such as the 
mar e1·en remember past graduates' 
;\layling Soong ~·01111<latio11. Seniors 
ex<·itement in ta lking about the vis-
it of the late Makolm X to Wei· 
leslcy in 1961-1962 school year, short-
ly be l'ore any 1>resent sLUdents 
<·ame. 
We or l~ontm regret that Profes-
sor Lyntl wa:< not able to speak at 
Wt:>ll t:>!< lt:>y ben1use we feel that 
many ;;tudenl:< would be interested 
in hea ring and questioning him. We 
regret also, however, that admin· 
i!<Lrnt ion poll<-y in this area has 
bi>en t·a llecl into question. for crltl-
c·ism i::: herf' quite unwarranted. 
Thank you for your help In mak-
ing this statement publl<'. 
S inc·erely. 
Hosy Metraller '66 
President , Forum 
Biologist Speaks 
On Age of Earth 
No one knows when lite began. 
Howe-ver, Dr. Elso Ba1·gboorn, dur-
i!lg the biology colloquium last 
Wednesday .explained that his work 
on paleobiology and pre-cambrlum 
life c·ontinually pushes the date fur-
ther Into the past. 
3.2 Billion Years 
Evidence of some of the oldest 
life now known is an organic ma-
.terial crystallized by )Qng periods of 
heat. A chert wll preserve ridges 
caured by piles of algae. 
Dr. Barghoorn's work at Harvard 
has been to determine the meanlng 
of t hese ridges, and the presence of 
pristane, an essential component of 
chlorophyll. Students and faculty 
left the lecture wondering if we 
would ever know when chlorophyll, 
so basic to our concept of life, first 
appeared. 
The earth's oldest known rocks, 
found In Swaziland, contain clearly 
fibrous materials. Dr. Barghoorn 
could only speculate that these 
gra in boundaries, 3.4 billion years 
old represent Ji!e. 
Gift-Matching Plan 
Offers Contribution 
Wellesley College is among 38 col· 
leges and universities receiving per· 
sonal contributions the past year from 
Maytag employes through the Edu· 
cational Gif.t-Matching plan of the 
Maytag Company Foundation, I~. 
Robert E . Vance, foundation prest. 
dent, said that the Individual em-
ploye gifts plus the matched amount. 
of the foundation totaled $13,010 dur· 
Ing 1965. 
More than $63,500 l!1 matched con-
tributions has been dispersed to vari-
ous scbols during the seven years the 
Maytag foundation's ilft·matchJD1 
plan has been in effect. 
'Ille program Is aimed at encour· 
aging greater i!ldividual particlpatl09 
In -educational giving by the matcblnl 
ol all gif.ts up to $50 made by lndlvid-
ual employes or retired emp)oyes o1 
the Maytag company to eUllble 
schools or educational fund• ot their 
choice. 
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Inventor to Speak on Business Defense Program. SupP_lies Aid 
Edwin Land, president of Polar- been particularly creative. fn the To Students In Financial Need 
ofd an~ inventor of the Land Cam- Shumpeterian sense. Mr. Land wil l 
era, will lecture here on "Industry be the first in this series. 
as the I_ntersection of Science, Art, In the future. the Economics De-
and Acllon" on Wed., Mar. 16. This 
talk is the first Jn a series of lec-
tures titled ''Business Enterprise: 
A Creative Challenge," planned by 
the Economics Department to stim-
ulate student Interest in business. 
The last lime Mr. Land came to 
Wellesley, he came primarily a s a 
physicist discussing the mechanics 
of Polacolor mm. Howe,·er th is 
week he will concentrate o~ the 
problems connected with relating 
laboratory accomplishments and 
production achievements and prof-
its. 
Reasons for Lecture Series 
Marshall Goldman, associate pro-
fessor of economics, who has been 
instrumental ~in setting up this lec-
ture series, sees a great need for 
such a presentation of business. Mr. 
Goldman explained: "Among . col-
lege students today there seems to 
be a growing lack of interest :n 
business and businessmen." 
"For a variety of reasons, the feel-
ing seems to be that business of-
fers little challenge. Businessmen 
are often regarded as organizational 
men or bureauc·rats who are not par-
ticuarly inspiring or 1·reative. In-
stead, !·hallenge and u·eativity are 
often said to be in the field s of gov-
ernment or teaching." 
Economic Growth 
Mr. Goldman sees the lack of In-
terest in business in underde,·el-
opec\ areas as one of the key prob-
lems which these areas face. "Those 
of us who have studied etonomic 
and political conditions iu other 
countries, espec-ially In undenlevel-
oped areas, are often disturbed by 
the chaos and lack of political and 
economic progres!:i. 
Invariably there are few if any 
capable businessmen in such so-
cieties. The most talented members 
of society generally go into rnllltary 
or d\'il sen·lce. This in turn helps 
to explain the lack of economic 
1>rogress. If we In tile l 'niterl States 
wrn our bat·ks on the real contri-
butions business ran make to eco-
nomit· and politkal progress, we do 
so to the detriment of our long run 
interests." 
T alks to Stimulate Interest 
Thus, in an effort to present the 
world of business to Wellesley stu-
dents in a more positive frame-
work, the Et·onomil's l>epartmPnt 
has <lecidecl to presf>nl a series of 
lectures by businessme n who han• 
partment wi ll present creative 
people in the field of transportation, 
advertising, aircraft production. re-
tai li ng, ancl c·omputer technology. 
As Mr. Goldman pointed out, this is 
('ertainly not an effor t to discour-
age students from applying to g rad· 
uate sl'hool: rather, it is an effort 
to show students that business and 
bu si nessmen can be c·reative. and 
that perhaps our eC"onomic· prosper-
ity depencls on the continued attrac-
tion to business of talented people. Edwin Land 
Professor Of Greek Draws Comparison, 
Links Euripides To 'Shaggy Strangers' 
by Pat Wonll'y '68 
Euripides eyed the shaggy stra'lg-
ers, "Do you wanna know a secret?" 
"Do you wanna have a painted 
face?" mimicked the one with rings. 
ring through his nose. 
'Help' 
"Help!" Euripides, although antici-
pating heroic action from the four, 
refused to be silenced. "It all stems Euripides felt unmasked. "Please." he pleaded, "it's been a hard day's 
night. ... " from Plato who banned my plays in 
"What's your point?" queried the his ideal republic 'because it aroused 
four in unison. emotions unduly so that the personal-
Swiveling Pelvis ity became unbalanced and reason 
"Dr. William Bedell Stanford, Re- was no longer in control of man's 
gius Professor of Greek at Trinity 
College, Dublin," he swiveled his pel-
vis to face the four. 
"What?" they chorused. 
"He's linked us .. .," Euripides Jet 
his hair hang down. "together emo-
tionally." 
The handsome one, John, forced 
his rhyme, "My friends of three, He's 
ODD, 1 SEE." 
Squealer Stuck 
"No ... , !lo .... no .. 
squealed Euripides, obviously stuck 
on his own words. " In a speech at 
Trinity College ... he said it. I read 
it . . . in their paper." 
"You do read then . . .. " the one 
called George asked, "not just re-
cite?" 
Repeats Sound 
"You guys," Euripides swallowing. 
repeated his sound, " You guys - 'the 
emotion' you create 'in a perform-
ance probably comes much 
closer to that 'which I create' than 
any found in the contemporary the-
atre.' Flattered?" 
"Immensely," answered one. who 
entertained the notion of inserting a 
emotions and desires.' " 





for the nearness of you 
by Barbara F11r11t' '69 
The NBBS, or the Dutch Nether-
lands Bureau voor Buitenlandse Stu-
dentenbetrekingen, is one of the old-
est non-profit student travel organiza-
tions. Founded 37 years ago, the or-
ganization provides assistance for 
Dutch students traveling abroad, and 
for foreign students visiting the 
Netherlands. 
Since 1948 NBBS has sponsored spe-
cial student sailings from New York 
to Rotterdam. The biggest advantage 
of these student sailings, besides the 
one-way minimum fare of $155, is the 
orientation program held on board 
during the nine-day crossing. Serv-
ing as an introduction to Europe for 
the new travelers, tbe program in-
cludes daily seminars, language 
c_lasses, and lectures in history. poli-
tics, the arts and current events. 
All Summer Tours 
Also featured by the NBBS is a 
The New England Conservatory 
has announced · that it will hold 
open auditions fur strings for en-
trance and possible scholarship to 
its Summer School in Chamber 
Music on Sat., March 12. 
The summer school, located in 
Castle Hill, Ipswich, runs from 
June 26 through Aug. 20. Anyone 
interested in further information 
should contact the Summer School 
Office, The New England Conser-
vatory, 290 Htmtington Ave., Bos-
ton, Mass. 
In 
number of " All Summer Tours" 
through Europe. Each tour offers an 
extensive itinerary, but avoids a rush-
ed, superficial program. The key fea-
ture of the tours is their flexibility. 
Small groups of from four to six col-
lege girls and an experienced Dutch 
graduate student tour leader travel in 
a bus. All tours use the •previously de-
scribed NBBS eastbound student sail-
ing, with prices ranging from $1000 
to $1440 inclusive. 
NBBS not only offers means of in-
expensive travel to Europe, and 
through Europe. The foundation, run 
by Dutch volunteer students, has suc-
ceeded in providing a rewarding tra-
vel experience for more than 40 000 
American studenJs. The basic objec-
tive of NBBS could be summed up as 
promoting among students better un-
derstanding of the differences in life 
and thought here and in Europe. 
AFTER DINNER MUSIC 
AT TOWER COURT 
Sunday, March 13 at 2: 15 
PROGRAM 
Sonata in C Major - Allegro 
Brahms 
Nocturne in D Major Chopin 
Scherzo Brahms 
Lotus Land Cyril Scott 
Etude in D Minor Scriabin 
Susan Follett '67, piano 
_jjide11£ 
You· re •ure of your,clf" hen you have 
llidmc. lie re i• a ,oft. 'a fc cloth, pre-
moi-t1•1wd with 'oothing lotion, that 
cl1·an' anol rcfrc•hc, .. ·'"iflly ban i~hes 
odor .111ol 1li-qornfort. 
l ,,. lliol1·11 .. for int irna11· dt·anlincss 
al \\Hrk. '11 lwdlirrw. cl111 inµ: int·n~trua· 
tion. "hilo· tr;,l\l'iin)!. or \\h1·nl·vcr 
"''atlwr -tn·-. r,r :11·ti1il} rn·at<'' the 
nt1•ol f11r 11·:1--n ra111·1-. 
A"k for indi1idually foil-wrap1wd, 
<li~po~ablc Bi<lcu1· in tlw new C'a•y-to-
0111·n fanfo ld .. d towclc-111·< ... at )Our 
<lru~'torc in one dozrn and rronomy 
parkagrs. For lovely rr·.fillalil,. l'nr'C· 
Park with :3 Birll'ltr and li11·1aturc, 
sen<l 25r "itlr coupon. 
With Bidtrte in 
your pur!t, you n~t.d 
neur b~ in tloubt ! 
r----------
1 Dept. 1-66 
r.o. Box 2300 c.r.o. I New York, New York 10001 
l enclote 25~ to cover postage 
and handling. Send Bid~ue 
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Federal financial aid is available 
to Wellesley students through the 
National Defense Student Loan Pro-
gram. For the past three years Wel-
lesley has distributed grants from the 
federal government to students in 
financial need under this program. 
The Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare is presently con--
sidering Wellesley's request to con-
tinue the program for another year. 
Mrs. Joseph Sullivan, financial aid 
officer, explained that Wellesley re-
serves these loans for students who 
do not receive College gift-loan-work 
grants, such as married stud<.!nts. 
and students who have unexpected 
financial difficulties during the year. 
Students must send in special ap-
plications to the Scholarship Com-
mittee for NDSLP loans. Becam:e 
these loans supplement the College I 
scholarship-loan program as an 
emergency fund, students may apply 
at any time during the year. The 
Scholarship Committee grants loans 
to students who are in good academic 
standing and who are considered "in 
need." The loans can reach a max-
imum of $1,000 a year. With a ten 
year repayment period, students can 
accept larger loans than the Student I 
Aid Society grants, which must be 
repaid two years after graduation. 
The average NDSLP loan at Welles-
1 ley is $700. 
A..'1other federal student aid pro-
gram is the Federal Guaranteed 
Loan Program authorized by Pres-
ident Johnson's Higher Education 
Act of 1965. Startfug next fall , it will 
provide increased opportunity for 
student borrowing without restrictions 
as to academic standing or financial 
need. Students will apply for these 
loans through banks in their home 
states. In addition to increasing the 
availability of credit, the' ~govern­
ment will pay the interest on loa!ls 
to students from low-income families. 
Mrs. Sullivan noted that colleges 
will be involved in t:\'s program to 
the limited extent of certifying the 
eligibility of students. Students in-
terested in Federal Guaranteed 
Loans should contact their home 
banks about details. 
Associate Justice Abe Fortas, 
of the United States Supreme 
Court, will deliver the annual 
Louis D. Brandeis Memorial Lec-
ture at Brandeis University Tues., 
March 15 at 8: 15 p.m. in the Spin-
gold Theater. 
Appointed to the Supreme Court 
in July 1965, Mr. Fortas has also 
served~ ry.a.ny 1p~er government 
posts , .ipc1'Ji~~HP~~rsecretary of 
the ~tp,rl»r ~d advisor to the 
U.S. defegatlon to the U.N. 
The lecture Is open to the public 
without charge and tickets of ad· 




K..Q_Q_p s ELK~® 
And, for good reasons ... like 
smart styling to enhance the 
center diamond ... guaranteed 
perfect (or replacement as-
sured) ... a brilliant gem o f 
fine color and precise modern 
cut. The name, Keepsake, in 
your ring assures lifetime satis-
faction. Select your very per-
son a I Keepsake at your 
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find 
him in the yellow pages under 
"Jewelers." 
PllCU ,.OM $ 100, TO I SOOO. JllUCCS UILAaHD TO 
SNOW •uun Of OlTAfl • • TllAOC ·•••• au. 
A, H . '°MO COMPAM't, INC., UUILISMlO lllZ 
r----------------------------, I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I I Please send new 20-poge booklet, " How To Pion Your Engogemen~ I 
I 
ond Wedding" ond new 12-poge full color folder, both for only 25c. 1
1 I Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-poge Bride's Book. I 
I Name • I 
I I 
1~~ I 
I . . I I City ta t• •P--- I 




Greenhouse In IJloorn • • • 
by Barbara Schlain '69 
When the century plant bloomed 
last spring, mll!lY Wellesley stu_de~ts 
became dimly aware of a bu1ldmg 
previously unnoticed - the gre_en-
house ' though some harbored the 1m · 
pression it was blooming in the 
grounds around Sage l. . . 
Sad to say, however, reco~t1on 
seems to have faded along with the 
bloom of the plant. a!ld it seems 
quite .possible that in a . year or so 
what is now merely a dim memory 
may vanish completely frpm . the 
Wellesley consciousness, which 1s a 
shame because' the greenhouse shel-
ters a variety of other plants, and 
one doesn't have to wait 400 years for 
them. 
"Me, Jane" 
A taste of exotica, a far cry from 
the slush and ice of Boston wi!lters. 
is only as far away as the walk to 
Sage. which adjoins the greenhouse. 
The tropical house contains more 
ferns than we kne\Y existed -: stag-
pond ferns, ·climbing ferns, bird!lest 
ferns to name a few. In this area 
we flnd the banana tree, the bird 
of Manila hemp. All that's missing is 
::. paradise flower. and the original 
Tarza!l swinging from a tree. 
E\·er wonder what the food gracing 
Wellesley's tables looks like grow-
ing? Here are kumquats, allspice, 
tea. vanilla, rice, sugar cane. chicle, 
and the Seville orange <used in Eng· 
lish marmalade). For those with a 
more pl'<lestrian palate. broccoli. 
Brussels sprouts. cabbage, kohlrabi, 
beets. and carrots are also on view. 
If one's tastes are more esthetic, 
there is a profusio!l of flowers. The 
Orchid Room contains . . · gu.ess 
whats? of every imaginable s1~e, 
color, and shape. There are la~yshp­
pers, mimosa (and we thought _it w~s 
just the name of a iplant3:t10? m 
Gone With the Wind! >. bougamv11les, 
camellias (ah, Marguerite! l • ~i~iscus, 
African violets, and calla ltlhes. . 
More commo!l, but no less beauti-
ful are the narcissus, pansies, tu-
lip;, sweet peas, carnati~ns, snap-
dragons, climbing nasturtiums, and 
begonias. 
Assor1ed Miscellany 
A slew of plants should appeal to 
the just plain curious. There ls a 
cotton pla"lt and a 50-~ar old azalea, 
which predates the greenhouse by .at 
least seven years. Here are the in-
famous Venus fly-trap and plt<:her 
plant, calculated to strike terror .. mto 
the heart of any insect. See an Im-
patient Lucy," which ipops ~pen and 
throws out its seeds whe!l It 1s ready. 
Do powder puffs grow on trees? 
The Australian powder pull tree 
would make one think so. Here, too, 
Is the Rauwoldia, used here in mak-
ing tranquilizers, and in the tropics 
as a poison. 
Of course, no tour of the green-
house. which is open to visitors every 
day from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.. wou16 
be complete without seeing the fabled 
ce!ltury plant, which is now sadly 
shrivelled and dying. But, lest one 
despair, there are new plants spring-
ing up all around it, and, well, there's 
always 2065. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, 
Natural Contemplation 
Please don't pick the flowers . • . 
Please don' t eat the flowers . • • 
But visit the greenhouse anyway. 
Photos by Karin Rosenthal ·~ 
Audio-tutorial gives more opportunity 
for individual attention. 
Student 
:LLESLEY1 MASS .. MARCH I 0. 19'>6 
L to Mechanized Concentration 
Student can proceed at her own speed 
The newest lab Instructor - playback 
console . . . 
Page Seven 
Audio-Tutorial ·Experiment . . 
During the last two weeks, Biology 
101 students have bee!l able to cut 
down on their study time by doing 
their lab work following the careful 
ins tl'lll' tions or a ta pe recorder. Re· 
ceiving their experiment instructions 
from tapes, most biology students re-
duced their lab time from the usual 
three and one half hours to about two 
and one half hours, including time 
taken to ask the instructor questions 
The experime!ltal program also in-
creased the flexibility of students' 
lab schedules. Students signed up in 
groups of seven or less to do their 
lab work during one of ten periods 
each week including three evening 
sessions, instead of attending the reg-
ularly scheduled Tuesday and 
Wednesday afternoon labs. 
P urdue Innovation 
A few years ago, Dr. S. Postle-
any part of the lab. The tapes may 
be stored and made available for 
review purposes. Under the audio-
tutorial system, students receive an 
oral explanation and backgrou!ld ma· 
terial from an instructor's tape as 
well as supplementary printed lab 
instructions. 
Miss Dorothea Widmayer, Mr. 
John Wyckoff, and Mr. Joseph '.\Ias-
carenhas of the Biology Department 
initiated Wellesley's experiment with 
the new techniques dun 1g two weeks 
of lab~ on mitos is and ruios is. T h • 
students did :Jot attempt any actual 
experiments. with the tape system. 
Before any decision can be made 
about the program's usefulness, it 
will have to be tested with larger 
groups of people doing experimental 
work. 
waite, professor of botany at Purdue Questionnaires given to participants 
U .. began experime!lting with audio- indicated that a majority of the stu-
tutorial lab systems in order to ad- dents favored the program. On the 
just courses to students' varied back· questionnair.es students also offered 
grounds. Using a tape recorder. in- many valuable suggestions for im· 
dividual students are able to proceed proving the audio-tutorial and the 
at their own pace and may repeat traditio!lal lab. 
Taped leclure laclades supplement-
ary teaching aids. 
Less wasted time and individually 
scheduling may mean earlier depar· 
tu re. 
· Photos by Gaie Mwison '68 
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on Mintz Speaks 
Between Culture, 
WELLcSLEY COLLEGE NEWS, WELLESLEY, MASS., MARCH 10, 1966 
Bit, 1taer, 11or . ware 
·ty for its lack of ln a different area. five Dela. Relationship 
Economics 
There is a "new musical order that \ porate cornmuru . . . have been experimenting 
is sweeping through women's colleges leadership in contnbuting to chanty, \schools . . 1 arning They are 
throughout the Ivy League," an~ The education and the arts. He showed with hypnosis m. ~ ~taxation to 
New York Times has spotted it. In particular concern for the lack of ".using tapes to m uc~i:.-....... .vc•ca.wiif~ 
n .... • "'""''"'StLd .tre~ .. r~m:de~ and The .... ., '" wuuiouung to charity, schools have been experimenting 
by Dor'!tliy G~a~clJ ... ,. .. ~Y _. New York Times has spotted it. In edu~ation and the arts. He showed with hypnosis in learning. They are 
"Can theories of economic devel- the vanguard of. this new order, as particular concern for the lack of "using tapes to induce relaxation to 
opment be completely culture-free?" the Times sees 1t, are the Moppe~s necessary funds for the Boston Opera help troubled pupils overcome te?t-
asked Dr. Sidney W. Mintz of Yale in from ~fount Holyoke._ They tr~vel I~ Company, Boston Ballet Comnany sions, build confidence and stimulate 
his lecture on "Men, Women and a Cadillac hearse. ~1th electric gu1- and the summer arts festival. Unles~ their urge to learn." Apparently the 
Trade: A Problem in Economic An- ta.rs, ?rums. amphf1ers, and an el~c- a city keeps up with its competition I kids love it. "The tape tells the chil-
thropology" on March 1 Jn the Pope tnc piano, and make plenty of noise and updates its traditional posture, dren they can do anything anyone 
room. at Cornell, Brown. Wesleyan. Am- as the Times puts it, "jts image will I else can do ... "--0ne wonders how 
An economic anthropologist special- hcrst. and other suburban schools. fade." I long the spell lasts. 
izing in primitive economies, Dr. I The Times also depicts one of Ill a RabbJt Stew 
Mintz feels that the women traders of Wellesley's more recent traumas. , "Just as meeting deadlines . The psychology club presents: 
underdeveloped countries, particular- which has.~ince proven to be so s~c- scntial to a reporter, a neat, ple':s~; "1'.'amilies in Trouble," a film on 
ly in Africa and the Caribbean, are I ccssful: Even Wellesley, which appearance is essential to be" farruly therapy 
examples of the interdependence of Sidney Mintz, Yale professor anthro- clings lo its traditional vocal groups bunny." Regardless of the im1~l~ca~ On Tuesday, March 15 at 7:30 
culture and economies in these areas. pology. Photo by Mary Eliza McDan- broke down and ope!led Room F last lions of that analogy, presented by a I . 11_2 Pendle~on H~ll 
Independence ieJ '68 fall. an on-campus espresso house for Playboy spokesman, nine bunnies D1~ussm~ the film. will be Dr. 
The data from his own and others' man? I have my own money." More- guitar fans . . ." If that was a have bt'en dismissed from the New Marvm ~mder _who 1s presently 
field studies indicate that in such over, tradi!lg activity evokes and re- "break down," one can imagine what York Playboy Club "for failing to engag_ed 1~ ~am1ly therapy at the 
primitive economies there is often a wards special entrepreneurial tal- ' they would say about an elimination maintain 'the bunny image'... Mc Lam Clm1c. 
marked differentiation in economic ents and skills. of the Boston Area restrictions. --------------
roles on the basis of sex: the men Dr. Mintz found the Haitian women Whoce Fading Ima!l'e? 
produce, the women trade. Mostly whom he studied extremely conscious Not only Wellesley has to think u • • p f 
confined to the internal market sys- of their capital and almost instinc- :.tbout its im;ige. George Alan Smith, n1vers1ty ro essors Stress Hecess·1ty 
tern on a local level these women lively able to manipulate economic executive administrator of the Amer-
traders help to lubricate the economy laws of supply and demand. 31) with- lean National Theater and Academy. 1 Of s • 
but apparently contribute little ~o out a knowledge of Samuelson. Mr. •vamcd the corporate ~ommunity of eparat1ng Ach·1evement from op·1n1·on 
economic growth, because of their Mintz's carefully selected data and de- Boston at a recent dmner of the 
limited reinvestment alter!'latives. lightful anecdotes point to the import- danger of "ignoring its cultural tra-
However, the cultural consequences , a!lce of women traders. the real I dition as 'the Athens of Amt'rica' ." 
are far-reaching. An independent eco- middle-class of underdeveloped na- Hr feels thnt "the day of Boston's 
nomic status renders the woman trad- lions, and the interdependence of eco- cultural leadership may have 
by Wendy Wyu 'fi8 
A clisli!tction between academic 
:ichievcment and the personal opin-
ions and actions of a college student 
•.hould be carefully maintained both 
in the classroom and in student tran-
tht' proceedings and providing him 
with adequate advice. 
Throughout the document, which 
covers "opportunities and conditions !n the classroom, on the campus, and 
m the larger community," the tone is 
O!le of intense concern for the per-
sonal rights of students. The profes-
sors urge that students "exercise 
their freedom with maturity and re-
sponsibility." but this does not seem 
to be their primary concern. 
er more independent socially. As one nomics and culture which they ex- pnssed." 
Nigerian woman put e it, "Wh t is emplify. \Tr. Smith cited the national cor-
r~·~ 
Students Trade Insights • • 
scripts, emphasizes a l'eport of a com-
mittee of the American Association of 
university Professors. 
• To protect the student from arbi-
lrar1 curtailment of his academic 
freedom, the <·ommittec detailed a 
guide to ways of ensuring maximum 
freerlom of expression and enquirv. 
Their report appears i!l the Assoei-
Cnnrinu .. d from pa.r:~ t/1ru adult and is assumed to act like one. 
terest them." She is encouraged to commit herself 
Split Foeus and to make mistakes if she has lo." 
Both Sarah Lawrence girls were "The Wellesley girl. however, .. she 
especially stuck by what they felt continued. "seems to be thought of 
was a split between Wellesley's aca- as a girl as yet incapable of indepen-
demic and social life, a split which is dent decision. The adults seem to be 
absent at their own school. Sima around to prevent her from making 
feels the difference rtems from "the mistakes." 
completely different philosophies as Caring and Faith 
to how the education of women should She added, ''There is a great deal 
take place." of caring in both place.;. but there 
"Our focus," she explained. "is is a difference between caring and 
upon tbe whole individual. not upon faith. 
first the stude!'lt. then the social be- I Sima also noted differences in 
ing. There is little distinction between kinds of education "The emphasis at 
academic and social life.·· Sarah Lawrence is upon creativity 
Girl or Woman? within and beyond the classroom: we 
"The Sarah Lawrence student is arc c;icouraged to seek creative solu-
thought of as a woman and as an tions in all situations. to integrate all 
Jazz Colun1nist With Orchestra 
To Offer Lecture Denionstration 
Whitney Balliet, jazz columnist of 
The New Yorker, and Buddy Tate's 
7-member jazz orchestra will give a 
lecture-demonstration for Wellesley 
students and faculty at 8 p.m. in 
Alumnae Hall on Friday, March 18. 
Admission will be by ticket only. 





Many of them do .. and it's a 
matter of record that becoming 
a secretary is the best way to 
get started in any field. 
Secretaries are needed 
everywhere- the better the job, 
the more skills and education 
are required. 
Gibbs Special Course for College 
Women lasts s1~ months and 
includes com~liil t~chnical train· 




K AT H A R t,f)I,,& •. 
GIBBS 
SECRETARIAL 
21 Marlborouah SL, BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
200 Park Ave., NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 
l3 Plymouth St., MONTCLAIR, N. J. 07042 
77 S. An&ell St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02906 
possible by the Marjorie Copeland 
Baum Fund, given by Alvin II. Baum 
in memory of his wife, to support 
special cultural events on lhe campus. 
Background With Basic 
Mr. Balliett who graduated from 
Cornell University in 1951, has been a 
member of The New Yorker slnff for 
15 years and for nine has been ils 
jazz columnist. The author of two 
books on jazz, he has also reviewed 
movies, books, and off-Broadway 
theatre. In addition, he has written 
profiles and Talk of the Town for the 
New Yorker and has contributed book 
reviews and articles to the Saturday 
Review, Atlantic Monthly and The 
Reporter. 
According to Mr. Balliett, "Buddy 
Tate is 51 and was born in Sherman, 
Texas. His tutelage was spent in the 
hands of Andy Kirk and Nat Towles, 
and in 1939 he joined Count Basie. 
He stayed with Basie for 10 years. 
and in 1950 formed his own group. 
It has survived, playing mostly at the 
Celebrity Club in Harlem. He plays 
the tenor saxophone and clarinet." 
Ticket Distribution 
Tickets for students will be distrib-
uted in dormitories on .Monday, 
March 14. Those for members of 
the Academic Council may be ob-
tained at the Information Bureau on 
Monday and Tuesday. March 14 and 
15. Tickets may be obtained by fac-
ulty spouses and by other members 
of the college community on Wednes-
day morning, March 16. After 1: oo 
on Wednes11ay studems and faculty 
may obtain at the Information Bureau 
any remaining tickets for their guests. 
Last year the Marjorie Copland 
.Baum Fu..'ld helped to make possible 
the exhibition in Jewett of baroque 
sculpture and the decorative arts. 
our experiences, to deviate a bit." 
Integrated Learning 
"It seems that Wellesley looks for 
another kind of student," she went 
on. "another kind of learning. Empha-
sis is upon mastery of a lraditio!1al 
body of knowledge and creativity nnd 
independence not given free reign un-
til senior year ... 
Elabornling the idea of integration 
of experience she added, "The aca-
dt'mic community is a part of society 
a lthough al tunes it seems like an 
island in the midst of it. There are 
other approaches to education. other 
lhi!lgs lo do when one leaves Lhc 
tampus for a few hours or a week-
end, than just go on a date. 
Cars and Culture 
'"Wellesley is a resident commun-
ity. yes. but there is a world outside 
Sl11clcnl5. should be encouraged to use 
that world. lo learn more about it by 
sct'mg and doing and talking to 
others. I almost get the ft'cling hat 
there is more respect here for the 
past than ror the future ... 
ation' s December Bulletin. 
Clear Rules Needed 
The committee based its report on 
the assumption that the more freedom 
a student has, the better he can de-
velop his critical facilities. But in-
stead of merely encouraging adminis-
tration liberality, the report stressed 
that the students need lo understand 
clearly which rules limit and which 
protect their freedom. 
1',or example, the committee n.•c-
commends that "disciplinary pro-
ceedings should be inst ituted onlv for i 
violation of standards of conduc't de-
fined in ndvance and published 
through such means as a student 
handbook or a generally available 
body of university regulations." 
No "Unwritten Rules" 
Off-campus. students should have 
the same rights of free speech. peace-
ful assembly, and petition as other 
citizens. the professors state, and "in-
stitutional action should be indepen-
dent of comunity presure." 
The philosophical and theolog-
ical alienation among men as eI· 
pressed in Martin Buber's I and 
Thou will be the subject of a lec-
ture to be given by Louis Ham-
mer, lecturer in philosophy. The 
lecture, which wm be held in the 
Pope Room on the afternoon or 
Tues., March lS, is the third of a 
four-part dormitory reading and 
discussion series on 'alienation' 
sponsored by the Student Educa-
tion Committee. 
Other SEC lectures have Includ-
ed discussions of Camus' The 
Stranger and Marx's Alienated La-
bor. The fourth lecture in the 
series, which will be held in May, 
will be on Saul Bellows' Herzog. 
There will be organized discus-
sions of Mr. Hammer's topic and 
speech in every dormitory after 
dinner on the flfteenth. 
Mary pinned the issue of -using the 
"real world" down to the issue of 
cars on campus. '"Mobility on cam-
pus doc•s not mean that every Welles-
ley gi rl is going to make a mad dash 
away to 'live it up' every week-end. 
Bu>lon and Cambridge do offer cul-
tural activities that would stimulate 
the cnmpus." 
There should be no "unwritten 
rules," and i..'1 the investigation of 
student conduct the old adage "inno-
cent until proven guilty" should be 
scrupulously upheld. The report in-
cludes an eight-point program for fair 
hearings in disciplinary case:., pro-
tecting the accused by tape recording ~~==~~~~~ 
Personal Involvement 
"I would think, .. she continued "it 
would be far more preferable to have 
more girls leaving on week-ends than 
lo be left with a campus feeling 
slightly disgruntled because the girls 
would prefer to be elsewhere ... 
Smokey Boice to Vie for Slot 
On 'Gla1nour' Fashion Roster 
Summing up, Anne reflected "I was 
most impressed with the breadth and 
intensity of each student's active in· 
terest, her confidence in self-cxpres-
Co11ti1111c1/ 1111 p11g1• 11•11 
Poetically pleasing as "a slight 
disorder in the dress" may be, a 
slightly more organized look can pay 
off - as Smokey Boice '67 may soon 
discover. Smokey has been chosen 
Wellesley's entry in Glamour's annual 
"Ten Best-Dressed College Girls in 
-------------..;- America" contest, which offers its 
The Shakespeare Institute offers winners national coverage in the Aug-
a unique study course open to gust edition of the magazine, gifts 
qualified graduate students inter- from the editors, and an all~xpense-
ested in the theatre. This unusual paid whirl in New York City from 
approach to theatre education May 30 to June 11. 
sponsored by Bridgeport Univer- Along with the other candidates 
sity and the American Shake- chosen by petition, Mary Hulsi!'lg '66 
speare Festival Theatre, will be nnd Ruth Sisler '69, Smokey took 
offered in two five-week courses, part in an informal "inquisition" ses-
each consisting of a series of >ion in which all candidates were 
classes designed to study Shake- screened by a committee of judges 
speare both in the lecture hall and -Debby Davis '67, Sanna Borge '66, 
the live theatre. anrl the five senior editors of News. 
In addition to lectures by noted Decisions were made on the basis of 
directors and actors, set design- the interview and of a series of three 
ers, lighting experts and actor photographs, showing each CO!'ltestant 
training instructors will be avail- in a campus outfit, an off-<:ampus 
able from the theatre staff. daytime outfit, and a party dress. 
For application; interested stu- Last year's Glamour winners toured 
dents should write to The Shake- New York in the grand manner, danc-
speare Institute, College of Arts ing at Arthur, visiting Barbara 
and Sciences, University of Streisand backstage appearing on 
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Conn., television, and rec.-e.iving gifts from 
06602. dozens of f~hion ma'lufacturers. 
Photographs in the magazine and a 
Suzanne <Smokey) Boice a la Car-
men Photo by Mary Eliza McDaniel 
gift from the editors also awaited the 
honorable mention winners - among 
them Wellesley's candidate, Pru Rich-
ardson '01. 
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Hopping Down the Bunny Trail Norman 1 hom_as ~pposes War' 
by Jane Canter 'FR Evening, sir and miss .. . I'm so Advocates An Action of Ideas 
Ed. Note: Roving reporter Karen sorry that . . . we have to close the 
Kook '66 beard the following con· Playroom just now ... It's full to 
versatlon on her rece11t lnltfatlon to capacity . . . with eager Young Mod-
the new PLAYBOY, BOSTON. ems like yourself .. . but if you'd 
Bunny-Penny. "Good eveni.'lg sir, care to wait . . . Downstairs in the 
and may I see your key, please?" BAR I'd be happy to page you when 
Law-School Date: "Surely. On there's space ... 
which level could we find some din- Law-School Date: "Thank you, but 
ner, miss?" don't bother." 
Bunny-Penny: "WELCOME to the Middle-Aged Englishman: "Oh, my 
PLAYBOY-BOSTON! ! I'm your Bun- goodness - pardon me, Miss! I 
ny-Penny. We have four ievels and did!l't really mean to nudg~ your 
we serve steaks or trout •on Friday shoulder: I'm not squeezing into line, 
nights, 3!lyhow1 at our 3rd. floor you know : My party' s inside, already, 
PLAYBOY - PENTHOUSE Monday and I just had to step out for a min-
through Friday . . . or you could ute." 
enjoy our excellent steak-kabobs in Porn-girl: "Please go right in! !" 
.the second level Living Room or you On Another Level <a la Dante?> 
could sample sliced Sirloin Diablo or PENTHOUSE Waitress-Bunny: "I 
Trout Amandine in the PLAYBOY- hope you and your date are enjoy-
PLA YROOM on our top floor. Enter- ing the enterlainment and our super-
tainrnent charges are $1.50 in our size glamorwise Dri!lks! sir ; Here 
Penthouse and $2.50 for the luxurious are your filets. NOW Boston's own 
P L A Y R 0 0 M. NO MINIMUM Teddi King will sing 1 her records are 
CHARGES EVER! ! !" svailable for you at your favorite 
Law·Schol Date: "Thanks." record shop! '?! > and the inimitable 
Pom-girl: "Why are there sofas on Charlie Callas will bring you his 
all the staircase landbgs?" hysterical special comedy act straight 
Law-School Date: "Maybe some of from our NEW YORK PLAYBOY 
the older crowd <Business School? ? l CLUB! ! ! Of course you know that 
have trouble climbing st~irs all the there will be NO CONVERSATION 
way to the Playroom. Anyway, don't WHILE YOUR ENTERTAINERS 
let it worry you." ARE PERFORMING! ! ! Thank you 
Up the Brown Staircase very much and ENJOY YOUR 
PLAYROOM-Supervisor<?>: "Good MEAL! ! ! Watch the Neon Sign 
Ford Hall .foru111 To Feature 
Rand, Cushing, Mead, llughes 
ern World," Sunday evening. April 3. 
Other lectures on the Ford Hall 
Forum slate for this spring include 
a talk by autboreS;S Ayn Rand. a dis-
cussio!l on Viet Nam by two experi-
enced newsmen. one from Boston's 
Record American and the other a for-
eign correspondent from CBS News. 
a lecture by the national director of 
public relations for the John Birch 
Society, a former California con-
gressman, and a lecture by world· 
renowned a'lthropologii;.t Margaret 
Mead. 
Playboy's Playroom Bwmle. 
near the stage for each performer's 
name!" 
Law-School Date: <Quietly l "If I 
had wanted to watch neon signs, I 
would have stood outside in Park 
Square." 
<Fan-fare reminisce!lt of the Ken-
tucky Derby or the Ice Follies> -
Girl-Singer: "HELLO DOLLIES .. . 
l'M SO HAPPY YOU ALL COULD 
COME TONIGHT 1 with violent ges-
tures and uncomfortable smile\ . . . 
SO I'D JUST LIKE TO TELL YOU 
HOW I FEEL ABOUT YOU ALL: 'I 
LEFT MY HEART RIGHT HERE IN 
B-O-S-T-0-N! .. . HIGH ON BEACON 
HILL . . . ABOVE BACK DAY . .. 
Law-School Date: " Her voice is cer-
tainly loud enough, or is it the micro-
phones?" 
Boy-Comedian: <with voice alter-
nating between Dr. Zorba and Jona-
than Winters1 "DID YA HEAR THE 
ONE ABOUT BEN CASEY'S LAT-
EST OPERATION? HE HAD 50 AS· 
SISTANTS AND IT STILL TOOK 48 
HOURS . . . •Great raucous guffaw 
from the connoisseurs present. • 
Pom-girl: •Bushing all overl "Thal 
was one JOLL YGREENGIANT Joke I 
did!l't need to hear ... 
"I am tremendously opposed to our 
present policy in Vietnam," Norman 
Thomas stated last weekend. The So-
cialist presidential candidate a'ld 
peace leader headed a panel at the 
Harvard Law School Forum on "Viet· 
nam - A Dialogue." The paned 
speakers 1ncluded Morton Halperin, 
professor of government, Harvard, 
and William E . Griffith, director, In· 
temational Studies, M.I.T. 
Mr. Thomas pleas for peace and 
peace right now. "You've got to be 
able to take all risks for peace." he 
asserted. "You've got to believe 
enough in democracy that it will sur-
vive." Quick to criticize government 
policy, he offered "no idea:l solution" 
himself. "We made the principal 
mistake," he said, "by thinking that 
our main job was to contain com-
munism by military action." He ad; 
vocated rather an "action of ideas." 
Will They Negotiate? 
In his desire to get out of "this 
politically stupid war" by immediate 
peace negotiations, Mr. Thomas over-
looked one point brought out by Mr. 
Halperin, that " Hanoi simply doesn't 
want negotiations." Mr. Halperin 
also atlacked the po'licy of increased 
bombing as a solution, and pointed 
out that Ho Chi Min, a nationalist 
and a communist, is not going to give 
up under pressure. 
Mr. Halperin supported a policy of 
holding tecritories not in Vietcdng 
control. "If there are no sigm of 
political development there, then we 
will face the problem of getting out," 
he continued. In effect, this is a post-
ponement of the problem to which 
Mr. Thomas addressed himself. 
Aid Important Now 
An important aspect of Mr. Hal-
perin's argument was his recognition 
of the spreading dangers in all of 
Southeast Asia. "We should concen-
trate on our relations with other coun-
tries in Southeast Asia now," he 
emphasized, "and not when the na-
tional liberation front is there.'' 
Mr. Griffith agreed with this ad-
vice, and asserted that the domino 
theory and the analogy to Hitler, 
both of which Mr. Thomas rejected, 
are true. A supporter of government 
policy, he indicated that the only way 
to contain a hostile, imperialist power 
is "not to pull out, but to show them 
they have no choice of throwing us 
Continued on page ten 
Musical Society Plays Classical Works; 
Bach Concerto Highlights Performance 
bv Susie Linder '67 I treats the two as equals. 
Sunday'~ Chamber Music Society Both soloists displayed fine musi-
concert was noteworthy for a very cianship and sensitivity as they 
competent presentation of music tossed material back and forth. In the 
which, if !lot exciting, was most un- rich wanderi!lg Larghetto, the solo-
usual. ist portions we~ ornamental and oot 
Harpsichord and Fortepiano related melodioa'.lly to the orchestral 
The highlight of the program of early tuttis. The high degree of integration 
classical music was C.P.E. Bach's of solo and orchestral segments in 
Double Concerto in E-flat major. the Presto, however, contributed to 
played by the chamber orchestra and its light, playful feeling. In this move-
1 Recommended by Good soloists Lyn Tolkoff '66 on the harpsi- me!lt the interesting contrast between 
Housekeeping) chord and Katherine Kolb '66 on the the thin sound of the harpsichord and 
Law-School Date: "As ZA Chef. Fortepiano. Written during the period the fuller more mellow sound of the 
perhaps you could tell me a secret: when the piano was first entering a fortepiano was most evident. 
'What's this strange-looking food sur- musical scene in which the harpsi- Quintet Features Flute 
rounding my steak?' " chord held sway as the predominant The Quintet in D major by J. C. 
Ford Hall Forum's spring series of 
meetings will focus on topics from 
China to the John Birch Society and 
will include a variety of speakers 
from Ayn Rand to Cardinal Cushing. 
Ushering fa the series, Felix Greene, 
the only American-based correspond-
ent ever to be granted two TV inter-
views with Chou En-Lal, will give an 
illustrated talk on "What's New in 
China," Sunday evening, March 13. 
Greene recently returned from his 
third trip. to China and has traveled 
extensively L'lside the Bamboo Cur-
tain. 
Co111i1111i·d 011 page twelve keyboard i!\.Strument, the concerto Bach featured two woodwind instru-
------------ -------------------------- --- ments, the flute played by Marion 
On Sunday, March 20, Atty. Gen. 
Richmond M. Flowers, elected to his 
office as a segregationist but who 
later opposed Governor Wallace, will 
speak on "My Duty and My Con-
science." Then, on March 'Z1. Prof. 
B. Stuart Hughes of Harvard and a 
former senatorial candidate, wili dis-
cuss "The Citizen's Right to Protest 
in Time of War." 
R d W Goertzel '67 and the oboe, Jean Thom· ea er rites More . . . as '69. Marion's clean, full tones 
Cardinal CUshlng 
Perhaps the most unusual figure to 
speak in the Ford Hall Forum series, 
Richard Cardinal Cushing will ap-
pear as the first Prince of the Catho-
lic Church to appear on the Jordan 
Hall platform in the Forum's 58 
years. Cardinal Cushing will discuss 
"The Ecumenical Council in the Mod-
Creativity Confuses 
Co"tlnwd from pag~ four 
To the editor: 
I would like to suggest that 
important sentenl'e In your editor-
ial of Feb. 2, entitled "Analysis anrl 
Creation," may inarlvertently cause 
'\ certain amount of confusion about 
English Department policy. 
The sentence is as follows: "Be-
cause creative work is less essential 
than the historical or analytical var-
iety in preparation for generals and 
grad school , the English and art 
Grecian Food To 
Students to Feast 
Enliven Diet; 
on Moussaka 
Innovation Is permeating the cam· 
pus - in the academic and social 
realms and in the kitchen too. Mon., 
March 21 Wellesley students will 
feast on a genuine Greek dinner. 
Apprond by Miss Barbara Mc· 
Carthy, professor of Greek, and 
Sarah McVane '66, president of the 
Classics Club, the menu will include 
moussaka, Greek salad made with 
feta cheese, Greek bread, and Ath-
enian walnut cake. Mrs. Elizabeth 
Cornwall, director of the feod serv-
ice, explained that she had three 
different recipes for moussaka, a 
meat dish made with lamb or beef, 
mushrooms, egg plant, tomato sauce 
and cbee8e. 
Esperimeat J>ellelou 
Cueoove experimeJUd with the 
di.sh last weeke!ld. 'lbougb it was re-
ported to be delicious, Mrs. Cornwall 
plans to alter the recipe slightly be-
fore serving it to the whole college. 
As for the Athenian walnut cake, it 
ls a honey.flavored cake somewhat 
like baklava but not as rich. 
Mrs. Cornwall bat wanted for 80lJle 
time to prepare international din-
!lers to stimulate interest as well as 
provide a little variety. She men-
tioned that Brandeis is only one of 
several colleges which have initiated 
such a program with great success. 
Decorate Dining Rooms? 
As Brandeis has only two large 
dining halls, it is easy to fit the decor 
to the country represented by the 
menu. When asked whether we 
would decorate our dining rooms, 
Mrs. Cornwall answered that it would 
be the decision of the individual 
kitchens. She thought that for the 
first international dinner the kitchens 
would probably spend their mai!l en-
ergies on the menu. 
The reason for choosing Greek food 
for the first dinner is in part a result 
of the fact that Greek Independence 
Day falls on March 25. However, it 
is also because Greek food is differ-
ent from what students are accus-
tomed to, while still pleasing to 
American tastes. Mrs. Cornwall 
would like to try another interna-
tional dinner during Term lI1 and 
would welcome any suggestions as to 
which country to represent. 
departments limit the number ot. 
s tudio art anrl writing courses open 
to majors to four." Actually, the 
number of creative writing courses 
we offer has nothing to clo with any 
polky or attitude on our part with 
respec·t to the major examination or 
to graduate s<·hool requirements or 
expec·tatlons. 
We offer these <Teatlve writing 
rourses bel'ause we think they rep-
resent a sensible and attra1·tlve pro-
gram, both In number and kind. We 
do not by any means assume that 
t hose students who take the largest 
possible number of "hls toriral or 
a nalytil'al" c·ourses are by that tok· 
en, and granting equiva lent ablll· 
t ies, the best preparerl either for 
the major examination or for grad-
uate school. 
Our major examination is made 
up on the a ssumption that a senior 
Engllsh major will , by the time she 
takes the examination, ltave satis· 
fied our minimal requirements (106. 
217 or 220, 309, two units of litera-
ture before the modern period). Be-
yond that we try to be sure tha t a 
student who has taken the least 
possible number of "historical or 
analytical" courses will have an 
opportunity to do as well as a stu· 
dent who has had many more of 
such courses. 
There Is an extraordinary variety 
of major programs In Engish. We 
would not want to distinguish be 
tween them a s to quality. Nor do 
we have grounds tor thinking that 
"students who have taken the maxi-
mum number of courses usually 
prove most successful In graduate 
schools." 
Also, I should point out that our 
creative writing offering ls larger 
than It looks, since 350 work may 
be done in creative writing, and 
350 may be repeated. 
Sincerely, 
David R. Ferry 
Cha.lrman 
Pro-Creativity 
• • • 
To the E'clitor: 
dominated the piece as the flute and 
oboe wove melodies over the counter-
poi!lt of the violi:n, Dorottiy Furber 
'67, cello, Elizabeth Morse '66, and 
viola, Martha Teeters '66. 
The program included a Sinfonia 
by Frederick the Great of Prussia, 
Yes terday was one or Lhose clays a r · :.er dark somber piece written 
whe n you are smlclenly bored with emi rdy for strings and a Gradual 
what you love to clo, 1·onsicler It all "Y Michel Hayden, brother of Franz 
meaninglei;s or just unsui· <·ess~ . Joseph Hayden. The latter was sung 
ancl return to your room to i·ead one with characteristic proficiency by 
cf those books whid1 you never 
have time for. 
l'erha11s unfortuna tely, 1 ha11· 
11enetl to 11kk u11 Ben Shahn's The 
Shape of Content. He talks of many 
things like art 1·ritidsm a ncl art 
within a univen;ity whil'h might be 
relevant here, but in pa rticular, he 
makes one point and summarizes it 
so : "S<" holarshi 11 is perhaps rn:in•s 
most rewarding O('('Upation, but tha t 
seholarship whid1 dries up its own 
enlighte ned or even well written, 
c·reative sources is a reductio ad 
a bsurdum, a contradiction of itself". 
Coruinued on page ten 
Try-out readings will be held for 
Barnswallows' productio!l of The 
Merry Wives of Windsor, in Mr. 
Paul Barstow's office, Alumnae 
Hall, on the following dates: 
Mon., March 14 at 6 p.m. and 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Tues., March 15 at 3 - 5 p.m. and 
7 :30-11 p.m. 
Wed., March 16 <call-backs) at 
7:30-9:30 p.m. 
If none of these times is con-
venient, make an appointmett by 
calling the Theatre Office c ext. 
462) or Mr. Barstow's borne <235-
5895). 
The play, which will be given 
May 13 and 14, will be directed by 
Mr. Brastow and the sets designed 
by Henry E. Scott m. 
the Madrigal Group. 
Learn-to-Ski Weeks 
5-l>A Y Pl .AN $30 7-DA Y Pl.AN $4C 
~days . ~ Jc~ .; <>ns . 7 day~. 7 loson~-
Mond;cy-hiday. Monday-Sunday. 
STARTING l>ATES: 
Dec. 13. 20; Jan. 3. 10, 17, 24. 31; 
Feb. 7, 21!; Mar. 21!. 
Conl;cct : S1ow1, AUA AsSOC'tATION. INC. 
Box 206, Stowe, Vermont. Tel.: (1!02) 2.SJ-7321 
0 ht'.f<' nmt>uulfr<' plu11s an1iluh/r u11T,. tu 611rsts 
of .'itoll'r A'"" A.uucia1iu11 ,,,,.,,,,,,., lod6('s.J 
~ SKI CAPITAL,..M '·OP: THE KAST 
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Healy Speaks on Boston Politics ~As Found' Art Objects Give 
by Ann Armstrong '61 
Robert Healy, political editor of 
the Boston Globe, gave an informal 
talk on Massachu!letts politics Thurs-
day, March 3. L-1 particular he il-
luminated some of the issues and 
personalities in the upcoming polit-
ical campaigns. 
Mr. Healy feels that the single 
most important factor responsible 
for the changing face of Massachu-
setts politics is the closing gap be-
tween the "Establishment" <the 
bankers>. and the political leaders. 
Now that these two factors have 
"made their peace," there has been 
closer cooperation among Boston of-
ficials, and CO!lsequently, some goals 
have been realized. 
Senatorial Marathon 
Mr. Healy spoke in detail of the 
issues and candidates for the sena-
torial and gubernatorial races. The 
greatest conflicts which he sees de-
veloping now, three months before 
the party conventions, are not be-
tween the Democratic and Republi-
can ca'ldidates, but among the Demo-
crats themselves. For instance, in 
the senatorial race, John Peabody, 
Thomas Boylston Adams, and John 
Collins, all Democrats, are taking on 
Republican Edward Brooke. 
Mr. Healy showed great insight in 
Massachusetts politics, both from his 
persnnal acquaintance with the can-
didates and from his personal U!lder-
standing of the issues. For instance, 
in discussing Brooke's candidacy, 
Mr. Healy pointed out that Brooke 
does oot want to run as a Negro 
candidate, but as a Massachusetts 
Republican. He is a powerful vote-
getter, but not, Mr. Healy said "a 
crimebuster or a church-burner." 
The Democratic candidates who op-
pose him present various stands on 
a wide ra!lge of issues, including 
Viet Nam. Behind the machinations 
in the Democratic party, Mr. Healy 
sees the growing conflict between 
the Humphrey and Kennedy camps. 
Gubernatorial Struggle 
The single most important issue in 
the gubernatorial race is the recently-
passed sales tax. The Republican 
candidate, the present Gov. John 
Volpe, is primarily responsible for 
the sales tax, and holds it as his ace. 
Maurice Donahue, a Democrat who 
strongly opposes the tax, however, 
feels that the tax will work against 
Volpe's popularity. Besides Dona-
hue, there i:s Edward McCormack, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Administrators Anticipate Caz 
Renevation To Begin In June 
As students heave a sigh or relief 
"'ith Term II hourlies past and hope-
fully passed, the administration is 
already looking ahead to the renova-
tion of Cazenove this summer. Mrs. 
Eleanor Te!lney, director of resi-
dence, said that work would begin 
immediately after conunencement 
and be finished by the time college 
re-<>pens in September. 
The redecoration committee is cur-
rently working out their choices of 
fabrics and color schemes. Caz's 
renovatio!l will follow the general 
Linguist To View 
Comparative Lit 
'"Grarrunar of Poetry and Poetry of 
Grammar," the Comparative Litera-
ture Lecture, will be given by Profes-
sor Roman 0. Jakobson on Montlay 
evening, March 14 at 7:30 in Pendle-
ton. Mr. Jackson is presently the 
Samuel Hazzard Cross Professor of 
Slavic Languages and Literatures 
and also of General Linguistics at 
Harvard University and Institute Pr<r 
ft!Ssor at M.I.T. 
Born in Moscow, Professor Jakob-
son received his A.M. from Moscow 
University and his Ph.D. from Prague 
University. He served as a Research 
Assistant at Moscow University from 
1918 to 1920. From 1939 to 1941 he 
was a visiting lecturer at the univer-
sities of Uppsala, Oslo, a'ld Copen-
hagen. The professor was then at 
the Ecole Libre des Hautes Eludes 
from 1942 to 1946 and at Columbia 
University from 1943 to 1949 
Mr. Jakobson holds honor~ry Doc-
torates in Letters and Philosophy 
from Cambridge University and the 
universities of Chicago, Oslo, Upp-
sala, and Michigan. He has to his 
credit numerous publications on lan-
guage and linguistics. 
Wilson Fund ... 
Contifllld from ~ OIN 
include a Marine veteran of Vietnam 
action, a former farmer, a former 
vice-consul, four sets of twins, at 
least one brother-r11d-s1ster team a 
one-time real estate developer, for.: 
mer paratroopers, a New York City 
detective, and at l~ two Peace 
Corpsmen. 
"While ttie majority are college 
seniors in their early twooties, a 
number of men and women elected 
this year are 'second ~reer' people 
-previously successful in business 
a00 other enterprises," Sir Hugh Tay-
lor, president of the Foundation, ob-
served. "I do oot know whether this 
marks a trend toward college teach-
ing on the part of mature people, or 
if 199' ia just an unusual year," be 
said. 
precedent of her mirror-image Porn. 
Point of Pride 
Asked about the condition of Porn 
before its redecoration, Mrs. Thorn, 
Porn head or house, could only de-
scribe it as "ghastly." "But now 
everything possible has been redone, 
and beautifully," she added enthusi-
astically. The at.tractive upstairs liv-
ing room is a particular point of pride 
for residents of Porn, and, what par-
ticularly pleases Mrs. Thorn, "The 
girls live up to the elegance of the 
room!" 
Pom's marked improvements in 
lighting, furniture, and condition of 
walls and floors are best seen by 
comparison with Caz as it is. Caz 
shows a defbite need for revamplng, 
for the rooms are ill-lit, obviously 
old, and have a distinctly worn loot. 
Cu Change1 
Mrs. Tenney anticipates that the 
mail box room and bell desk will be 
moved, the rooms will be painted, 
and new corridor doors will be in· 
stalled. 1be dining room will have 
new drapes, ·new furniture, and a 
new "dance-able" floor. 
Mrs. Tenney concluded that the 
redecoration of Caz follows the gen-
eral program of renovation, begun 
in the late 'SO's, which aims to make 
all of the dorms efficient, attractive 
places in which to live. 
Biologist Examines 
Endocrine System 
Dr. Joseph Mascare!lhas, assistant 
professor of biology, will speak at 4:25 
Wed., March 16 in Rm. 100 Sage on 
the results of his studies on RNA and 
protein ~nthesis in plants. More 
specificany, Dr. Mascarenhas has 
been determining the effects or the 
use of certain inhibitors, radioiso-
topes, etc. on the development of the 
pollen tube. 
Dr. Mascarenhas explained that 
prior to fertilization in floweri!lg 
plants the pollen grain is deposited on 
the stigma of the pistil <the female 
part or the flower). The pollen grain 
then sends out a hollow tube which 
grows down into the style and enters 
the embryo sac in the ovule. There 
it bursts open, discharges the two 
sperm cells it cootalns and fertiliza-
tion occurs. 
Simple System 
Since tile pollen tube is a com-
paratively simple system, both with 
respect to function and morphologi-
cal development, a study of the chem-
ical events, specifically nucleic acid 
and protein synthesis, during the de-
veloping process may be of use in 
leading to information which could 
explain more complicated patterns 
of development. 
Part of the work Dr. Mascareohas 
will discuss has been do!le by Molly 
Sloane in 350. 
whom Mr. Healy sees as the strong-
est candidate for the Democratic pri-
mary endorsement, Kenneth O'Don-
nell and Kevin White. 
Modern Art New Dimensions 
When asked about Ted Kennedy's 
position in this melee, Mr. Healy 
stated that the Senator would prob-
ably stay out of the fight. As he 
explained, the Kennedys have been 
hesitant to give their name to politi-
cal contestants, ever since the defeat 
of Pierre Salinger in California in 
1964. 
Is Civil Rights an lsiue? 
A third topic which Mr. Healy dis-
cussed was Boston politics and Mrs. 
Hicks, "one of the strongest forces 
L'l the Boston Administration." He 
found no correlation between the 
people who vote for Mrs. Hicks and 
tbose who vote against Edward 
Brooke. The seeming contradiction 
is the result, he feels, of the issue of 
"de facto segregation" and its defini-
tion. 
Mrs. Hick's opposition to busing is 
another issue from which she has 
gained much support, but which has 
not hurt Brooke. The answer to this 
contradiction may be simply that 
Brooke has succeeded in his effort to 
identify himself with Republicans 
and not only with Negroes. 
Corruption and Correction 
When asked about Massachusetls' 
reputation for political corruption, 
Mr. Healy pointed to several other 
states where he felt corruption was 
even more rampant. "This is not to 
suggest that Massachusetts' politics 
are lily white; they're not," he ex-
plained. But Massachusetts has the 
habit or talking about its corruption. 
The Crime Commission, while it has 
done an excellent job m seeking out 
corruption, has also managed lo pub-
licize it. 
Mr. Healy discussed two main 
steps which should be taken to clean 
up and clear up Massachusetts' poli-
tics First, he pointed to the need 
for a good election reporting law. 
Presently the charges and counter-
charges of corruption in voting prac- , 
tices are detracting from the other 
issues in the election. Second, and 
perhaps more fundamental, Mr. 
Healy suggested a reform in the con-
vention system. "We have to give the 
convention some force, or do away 
with it." In its present state, it is 
in part the cause of the proliteration 
of candidates and the confusion of 
issues. 
The Institute of Contemporary 
Art, 100 Newbury Street, Boston, 
with its newest exhibition, As 
Found, reaches into the realm of 
things not produced by artists. 
As an experiment in selective 
seerng. the exhibition Is drawn from 
anywhere and everywhere : junk· 
yards, beaches, dime stores. Every 
piece has a non-art origin whether 
natural or manufactured. 
Non-Art's Art 
What more have fou!ld objects to 
do with art than simply being col· 
lec:ted by artists? Often a found ob· 
jec·t bears formal relationships to 
an artist's own work or may even 
c-ause ways of working. Although 
some real objects also find their 
way into actual works of art, this 
c-ategory is by definition exduded 
from the "As Found" show. 
Through juxtaposition or things 
meant to be looked at as art with 
those Intended as anti-art, the Insti-
tute exhibition heightens its impac. 
And by crossing he traditional boun-
daries between fine art and every· 
day life, "As Found" points up a 
stongly prevailing characteristic of 
today's art. 
Public Participation 
The Institute invites the general 
public to submit their own "as 
round" objects for weekly showings 
in the small gallery, thereby pro· 
viding a direct experience In selec-
tive seeing. 
Each week there will be a special 
category ot found objects which 
may be submitted. For the first Cour 
weeks, the categories are as fol-
lows : March 6, Boxes: March 13, 
Soft Objec ts; March 20, Shiny Ob· 
jects; March 27 , Yellow and Orange 
Obje<'ls. For the final week, April 
3. it's Free Choice! 
5tudents Trade • • • 
on aside from those 'individuals on 
each campus which embody it, would 
>ion, and her genuine 'involvement" be difficult to cultivate." 
with the 'Sarah Lawrence system' in 
a personal way. 
Confident or Careless? 
"At Wellesley, by contrast, I feel 
that we tend to be more s-elf-critical 
moderate in our opinions, and modest 
in our expressions. But, if the fault 
of over-self-consciousness attends a 
Wellesley education, there is undoubt-
edly an imprecision and sometimes 
even carelessness attendant on a Sar-
ah Lawrence one. 
"The median <and here I speak in 
Wellesley-bred languageJ if there is 
Students for a Democratic So-
ciety at Wellesley? Yes. Susan Hill 
and Mandy Wright are starting an 
S.D.S. group on camnu.>. On Tues-
day, March 15, at 4:00 in 300 Bil-
lings there will be a meeting and 
discussion for all interested stu-
dents and faculty. John Maher, 
Research Coordinator or the Bos-
ton Area S.D.S., and Sid Fine-
hurst, S.D.S. Regional Traveller, 
will be there to give a history of 
S.D.S., and a summary or its Bos-
ton area activities. PLEASE 
COME! 
Flowers and Fear 
It is to that cultivation that Mary 
addressed herself when she com-
mented "Different temperaments are 
suited for different educational sys-
tems, yet I think maybe e. e. cum-
mings summed up the essence of it 
all in a poem of his. I mention it 
because in my week at Wellesley I 
have met many really fine people 
who seem very disturbed by the lack 
of communication here. Cummings 
wrote -
. the thing perhaps i~ to eat 
flow-ers and not to be afraid.' " 
HilJel Program 
Rabbi Malino will speak on 
"Abiding Values in the Rabbinical 
Treatment of Biblical Texts '" at a 
Hillel Brunch on Sun., March 13 
at 9:30 a.m. in Azor.a. 
Rabbi Axelrod will discuss "Re-
constructionism: A Critical Eval-
uation" at 4: 15 p.m. in 200 Billings 
on Tues., March 8. 
i Reader Writes More ... 
Dr. Arny To View 
Evolution Of Stars 
Continued from f/llJ!e 11i11e 
( p. 24.) 
As I sat writing a poem in Hoom 
f the other day. 1 ha11pencle to over· 
hear two professors talkinl{ about 
how to get a l'reative paper out of 
"Wellesley i:-irls."' I will grant them 
the 1irobem for I fight it too, but I 
question one thing. 1 hail a tre· 
mendous urge to show them my 
poem and ask them to nitidze ft 
and to see ff they hacl anything ron 
stnwtive to say about it. I would 
then have shown them some of my 
papers. invariably c-rftlC'lzed so: 
very interesting ideas here. but this 
was not the assignment, or but you 
should have gone into surh and 
SU<'h an aspect more "fully." Grant· 
ed my papers may not be terribly 
enlightened, or even well written 
a new way of approaching a nltic·al 
yet the credit due to a good Idea or 
problem must be recognized, or so 
it seems to me. But it isn't. 
Those two professors seemed to 
talk a lot like Sbahn. but at the 
same time seemed raught up In the 
very downward spiral of scholarship 
they argue against. What do they 
want In a paper? It's so easy to 
destroy someone else's writing or 
painting and destroy your rriti<'lsm 
fully. It Is not so easy to be ron-
>tructlve in a paper or In a paper 
comment, to write and express your 
own ideas fully, and to sufficiently 
develop them so that you know 
where you yourself are heading 
After all, most Wellesley girls 
will not spend their lives writing 
critiques of pure reason, but we df' 
have something to say, and to be 
able to say It splendidly rather than 
apologetically In tame letters to the 
editor, seems more to the point of 
education. I challenge the protes· 
sores now to tell me I am uncreat· 
Ive and then to throw Sll«h 1·om 
men~ on my papers ba<'k in my 
fa«e. 
Sirwerely. 
Sally Gidding '68 
Praises Petitioners 
To the editor: 
Recently concern has been ex-
pressed about the too-frequent apathy 
among many members of our aca-
demic c o m m u n i t y, particularly 
through the medium of News. It is 
with great pleasure, therefore, that I 
viewed the relatively large represen-
tation of the Wellesley Collge faculty 
i!l support of the "Open Letter to 
Viet Nam" in the New York Times 
on Sun., Feb. 13, 1966. This expres-
sion of social consciousness is most 
encouraging, and each of them de-
serves our thanks. 
Sincerely, 
Susan P . Graber '69 
Pans Petitions 
To the editor: 
Jan Watkins '66 wrote a letter to 
News last week praising the large 
number of Wellesley faculty members 
who signed the "Open Letter on Viet-
nam" in the Sunday Times of Feb-
ruary 3, but then went on to criti-
cize them on the substantive prob-
lem involved. Accordi!lg to Miss 
Wat.kins, the Vietnam issue is simply 
a matter of "protecting" our 
"friends" from "aggression" and 
"the long arm of Communist China." 
\In the words of Rodgers and Ham-
merstein, may we not "protect them 
out of all they own?"> 
Continued on page eleven 
Is our sun an old or a young star, 
and how do we recognize an aging 
star? Dr. Thomas Arny will discuss 
these a'ld other questions in his lec-
ture on "Stellar Evolution," Mar. 15. 
at 7:30 p.m. in 100 Sage. 
Dr. Arny wrote his doctoral thes-
is on the early stages of stellar evo-
lution, the initial formation of stars 
from the gas. He is now continuing 
this research at Amherst, where he 
is a research assistant. Concerned 
previously with early evolutions, Dr. 
Arny is now studyiitg the later aging 
process also. This includes how a'ld 
why stars swell up to large red stars, 
and then fade away to white dwarfs 
over billions of years. 
The lecture is open to the public. 
Norman Thomas ... 
Continued from page nine 
out." 
Peace Aims 
The speakers agreed on ttieir desire 
for peace and coexistence with China. 
Although Mr. Thomas' proposals were 
based on tile noblest of ideals, they 
seemed vague, and appeared to lack 
realistic security considerations. The 
other speakers simply avoided the 
question of how and on what terms 
to get out. 
Possibly Mr. Griffith had too much 
faith in the capabilities of the South 
Vietnamese; Mr. Halperin had little, 
but still advocated that we wait and 
work with them; Mr. Thomas seemed 
to have even less. He remarked, "We 
send our sons to fight for freedom i:!l 
a country that doesn't know much 
about freedom anyhow." 
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~Yin Yang,' Macrobiotics Invade English Department To Offer 
by Robin Reisig '66 
"One part yin to five parts yang," 
"M.B.," "an effect much better than 
L.S.D.," "brown rice, dandelion roots 
lotus tea and seaweed soup" . . . the 
words may sound like a!l interlingual 
'lallucination, but a group claiming 
mat "yin-yang is the key to the king-
dom of heaven" <and to earthly hap-
piness> has moved into the Vil. 
The Art of Longevity and ReJuvena· 
lion by G. Ohsawa, the head of the SO-
year-<>ld movement. 
Prizes for Freshmen Writing 
They call themselves the Macro-
biotics <meaning toward a "great" 
"life">. Their home is the East-West 
Institute at 7 Ear.tman Circle just off 
Grove Street. Their diet attracted a 
following last year at Harvard and 
a reputation c without medical basis 1 
for producing a feeling of euphoria 
similar to that induced by LS.D. 
Zoning Headaches 
They moved here from Cambridge, 
because Cambridge town officials 
claimed that they were an education-
al institution in a residential zone. 
Wellesley officials claim that they 
are a commercial institution in an 
educational zone. 
"For one who k!lows how to bal-
ance Yin-Yang, the universe and life 
are the greatest university, free of 
charge," I read. "For one who knows 
nothing about Yin-Yang, life is Hell." 
"What is Yin-Yang?" I asked. 
"Man Is Sick" 
"Yin and Yang are antagonistic 
but compleme!ltary forces," a Macro-
biotic answered. 'Man is sick, physi-
cally and spiritually. if he consumes 
too much yin or too much yang. We 
should follow nature and consume the 
Mrs. Amy Bootte with her daughter 
Madeline, the littlest macrobiotic 
Photo by Robin Reisig '66 
same proportion of five yang to one I asked her about Beth Anne Si-
yin found in healthy blood. Brown man, the 24-year-<>ld Macrobiotic 
rice contains this proportion." New Yorker who died last year at 
"But what's yang and what's yb?" 70 lbs. in a condition diagnosed es 
I asked. "acute starvation." 
"Meats and sugars are very yin," "She wanted to yang-ize herself 
a young woman named Amy Boulter too quickly," Amy explained. "She 
explained. just didn't use common sense." 
.. Cereal is yang. Salads are yin. Diagnosing 'Yin·ness" 
Red things are yang. Purple things "You can tell just by looki!1g at 
The English Department announces 
seven writing prizes offered to Welles-
ley students. 
The Florence Annette Wing Me-
morial Prize for Lyric Poetry compe-
titions is open to all four classes. 
Contestants may submit one lyric !lot 
exceeding 32 lines. 
Also open to all classes is the Vir-
g1ma Wainwright Annual Sonnet 
Prize. One sonnet from each con-
testant will be accepted. 
Any creative or critical prose is 
eligible for the Jacqueline Award, 
which is open to all seniors. The 
amou!lt of the above three awards 
depends on the income earned by the 
fund. 
as many poems as she likes, on any 
subject and in any form or le!lgth. 
Each prose contestant may submit a 
creative or critical work, with a sug-
gested length of 3000 words. 
Entries for the above awards must 
be submitted by April 26 to Miss Syl-
via Berkman, chairman of the piize 
committee. · 
Freshman Prizes 
For the second year two freshman 
prizes of $25 each will be offered. 
Any piece of prose, regardless of sub-
ject or length, written for a course 
or not, is eligible for the Freshman 
Prose Award. Any poem or "original 
translation of a poem may compete 
ivr the Freshma'l Poetry Award. En-
Mascfield Poems tries are due May 6 to Miss Berk· 
An autographed copy of John Mase- man. 
field's poems is the prize for both Entries for the freshman awards 
the Masefield Poetry Prize 1open may simultaneously compete for the 
only to seniors l and the Masefield I other awards and in that case should 
Prose Prize <open to all classes!. be submitted by April 26. 
Each poetry contestant may submit 
In addition to offering classes in 
judgment, Japanese, "transmutatio!l 
in atom, body and mind," flower ar-
ranging, cooking, and aikido ca tra-
ditional Japanese martial art of "har-
monious self-defense" 1, they would 
like to be able to sell rice and meals. 
But their problem is more than "zon-
are yin. Fire is yang. Water is yin someone whether he's too yin," Amy 
Male is yang. Female is yin. Time is said. ''Mr. Kuschi can tell everything 
yang. Space is yin. about you just by touching a few that grows in Cuba: Very ha?." I "Aquatic License" 
"Most people are too yin," she co!l- points." "What happens if an eskimo eats 
eluded. Mr. Kuschi walked in. He quickly pinapple?" I asked. Sh 0 • • 1· 
Amy introduced me to her three- examined me, told me caccurately l Mr. Kushchi shook his head and O'\VS r1gma ity 
ing." 
Diet to Happiness 
Along with exercise and "good 
thi!lking," their diet, which follows 
"the order and harmony of the uni-
verse," is the key to their recipe for 
Mleblo KusbJ, bead of the East-West 
Institute. · 
happiness - and to their problems 
with town officials. 
"There have been several cases of 
people at other East-West Institutes 
who have not lived due to malnutri-
tion, and I think the selectmen want 
to protect the people in the town from 
year-<>ld daughter Madeline, the lit- 1 what my most common ailment was, pointed downward. "They immedia-
tlest Macrobiotic. "She's pretty yin~" 1 Iooked at my hand, shook his head. tely get sickness and die." 
Amy said. "She has one meal at the and murmured "too much water." We interrupted our discussion for 
nursery school every day." He added, ··on the whole, pretty good dinner. The first course was a pale 
10-Day Cures pretty good." red seaweed soup, suspiciously simi-
The Macrobiotic handbook describes Many people tincluding the Ken- lar to Pomeroy's vegetable soup. 
a cure for every disease from fear nedys and President Joh!lson. are Then came squash, buck wheat a!ld, 
~nrl rlandruff to leprosy and cancer. ..sanpaku,.. he explained. c literally I of course, brown rice. All were sea-
The usual cure is "Diet No. 7," brown "three whites"! under the eyeball - soned - and a not .disagreeable 
rice and tea. "All disease must be and they are sick. change from dorm food. 
cured in 10 days according to our Health-llapPiness The Macrobiotics believe "you are 
philosophical conception of the world Mr. Kuschi explained that the Mac- what you eat". They were amazed at 
and the constitution of the universe." robiotic diet's purpose is good health. the "spectacle" of 1700 girls sit.ting 
"Before I was O!l the diet,'' Amy a prerequisite for happiness , every down at the same time to eat the 
told me, "I suffered from indigestion, man's goal. "If we are sick, are not same thing. "Wellesley conformity?" 
constipation, chronic fatigue, and der- we better to commit suicide and start They came and now are all inter-
metitis. I cleared up atl those in three all over again? If we are not happy mingled with men on earth. "Now 
days. The rest take a couple of weeks. every day, better start over again Venus is burning, but once n was 
I found I didn't have to fear disea~e from single cell." colder. Legal docume!lts prove it was 
because I knew I could make myself I "Good food gives you good blood. just like us. Ancient Japanese and 
sick or make myself well by what I > That changes our good selves. We Chinese scripts, and, Genesis. too, 
ate." also need exercise, goo<! thinking, said the sons of Gods saw the daugh-
Diet Works expose ourselves to cold!less. expose ters of mankind were very pretty and 
Since she joined the diet nine ourselves to difficulties." took them as wives." 
months ago, Amy needed less sleep, .. Fo~low Nature "If we think about the vast space, 
felt "freer, less and less worried. Eat accordmg to the order of na- is it not nonsense to argue about ra-
less and less ego-bound." She also ture," Mr. Kuschi advised. We are cial differences on this earth?" 
lost 26 pounds in seve!l months. eatmg in Boston sugar and pineapple Co11ti11ued m1 paJte twefre 
The Readers Write ••• 
any deficient diet," said an executive I too disagree with the signing of I to attack Chi!la if necessary. to use In fact, by my insistence on the 
secretary of the Wellesley Board of the "Open Letter on Vietnam," but bombs and in some cases nuclears, democratic process of foreign policy 
Selectmen. The Board complai!led not for those reaso!lS. It seems to me and to send in a great many soldiers. c policy by debate, by Congressional 
that the Institute needs and does that any sort of political action - Why should the "hawks" be on the hearings, by generally "open" meth-
not have a common vlctu:ilers' or signing petitions, teach-ins, parades, increase? Might it not be partly due ods 1, am I not selling myself up Co, 
lodging license. sit-downs, even letters to editors - to the very agitation of the "doves?" a possible situation where it is the 
"No Prosecution" necessarily has at least two aspects. From a psychological point of view, "will of the majority of the people" 
And the Health Board seems un- The first is the communication of the peacenik agitation tends lo get to escalate the Vietnamese war? If 
likely to grant them the common the actor's stated beliefs. The sec- across the message that this is a bad that happens as the partial result of 
victualers' license. "It's partly a mat- ond is the attempt to influence the war, that Vietnam is a nasty busi- my political agitatio!l, will I then 
ter of restaurant needs a certain al!dience, to change its attitudes in ne~. and that the _u.s. should not want to take the contrary stand that 
number of pots boiling and all that," the direction desired by the actor. be mvolved. But this message falls the government's resistance to popu-
the selectman said. fh~ are of course obvious, yet 10 O!l the ears of .housewive~. clerks, 1 lar hawk-sentiment is democratically 
To become acceptable O!le Macro- Lhe passions of the mome!lt they are mothers of sons m the Mannes, blue <ind constitutionally required? 
biotic claimed, all the lnstitute's head vllen forgotten. collar worke~s, a.~d so forth. They Or, do 1 simply refuse to consider 
would have to do is "become a fourth In the case of Vietnam there is no are apt to think, . the college profes- the possible consequences of my po-
or fifth generation American. change sors say the war is no good · Johnson ak. f · th doubt that many people oppose the . , .t 1 1 t .t · 'th litical agitation, t mg re uge m e the color of his skin, his race, his tiall 1 d says 1t s v1 a ; say ge 1 over w1 comforting reeling that by saying be!. f d f th thin .. war on essen y mora groun s, d b . th bo b k h , .. te s an a ew o er gs. and that they have been communicat- 1 an rmg e Y~ ac . ome. what I think - without thi!lking about 
"There is no persecutio!l or preju- ing their beliefs by various forms of In short, the he1ghtemng of l~e at- the effects of what I am saying -
dice here," the selectmen's executive political action. But the question is, mosphere caused by the pea~emk de- 1 am doing my bit for freedom, de-
secretary countered. h th urr· . ti al d th bate tends to be manifested rn a pop- mocracy morality the American 
"W . t . h th 'd .. ave ey s 1c1en y an yze e d . . th t d ·t • • e JUS w1s ey go away, . . ular esll'e to wm e war, o e~ 1 Wa of Life, and so forth ? 
another executive secretary added. eUe~t ?of their actions on the general quickly, to get the nasty busmess Y 
Armed with accounts of euphoria pubhc · over with. It does not encourage a Sincerely yours. 
and starvation, I first visited the In- If they do look at the possible tempered, gradual, balanced, re- Anthony D' Amato 
stitute with trepidation. effect, they may be su~ to fi!ld strained military engagement look- Instructor of Political Science 
'Positive Light' 
No Bootleg Rice that there is a high likelihood of their ing toward negotiation and settle-
No one was home. except a very actions being entirely counter produc- ment. 
unterrifying, smiling girl. She told live. Yet the restrained, limited-war ap-
me that the head of the Ir.stitute In yesterday's Sunday Times 13/ 6/ proach may be the only feasible al- Editor's Note: The following is a 
Michio Kuschi, and his wife were out 66> an article by Sulzberger gives ternative for a number of reasons. It letter to Wellesley students from Mrs. 
looking for a new house. some figures on a trend that has certainly seems to be the only politi- Ellen Jackson, head of Operation Ex· 
The Kuschis called and invited me been noticeably clear to any fair- cally acceptable alternative if con- odus, regarding the fast. 
to dinner the !lext week as their minded observer in recent months. trasted with "pulling out" entirely. Dear Ladies: 
guests. Cif I had paid it would make Sulzberger writes that the "doves" or Thus, the dilemma for the "doves" On behalf of all the parents in Exo-
the Institute "commercial'' and my "peaceniks" on the Viet!lam issue is : By agitating, do I sig!lificantly dus, we would like to extend our 
rice bootleg.> have comprised approximately 10% raise the slight possibility of the Unit- heartfelt thanks to your u.'lique ges-
Macroblotlc Handbook of the population in the last few ed States actually pulling out of the ture in raising funds for our opera-
As I entered, I noticed a group of months, without any significant hear- war at this stage, abandoning Viet- lion. It was not on'.y inspirational but 
children moving in rllythm, bare- ings. nam to the Vietcong and to Hanoi? I fruitful to all of us. It is indeed won-
footed, on a carpet labeled "please On the other hand, the "hawks" Or, does my agitation increase I.he derful to see college-age people pro-
remove your shoes." I finally got have been in sharp increase. from general feeling of uneasiness and 1 jected in a positive light to the citi-
over my fear of offending and asked around 25% at the end of December bring out the jingoistic and impatient zens by the press rather than a nega-
what they were doing. I was told to about 40'7r right oow. These are eleme!lts of public opinion? If the lat- tive one as has been the situation in 
"they're playing Simon Says." the people who want to devastate ter is the result, is it not possible the past. Once agai!l thinks! 
A group of eight gathered for din· 1 North Vietnam, to slaughter as many that these "hawk" elements will soon Sincerely, 
ner gave me a book Macrobiotics: Vietnamese as oppose our policies, be running the show? Mrs. Ellen Jackson 
Swim Club's water ballet, "Aquatic 
License," presented last weekend, 
displayed a professional and original 
interpretation of design, color, and 
Corm. 
Throughout the performance, the 
solos were of high calibre and the 
performers demonstrated a mastery 
of control a!ld agility which gave a 
professional tone to the dances. ~Joe 
whole Swim Club deserves kudos for 
a show well planned and well exe-
cuted. 
Performances covering a range of 
hum<>rous as well as series themes 
included : "Pole Patterns to Metro-
nome," a dance patterning bamboo 
poles to a rhythmic bea~; "A Little 
Bit of Cat," a humorous and excel-
lently costumed adaptation of "Alley 
Cat"; "Au Secours," a spoof on early 
bathing aUire a.'ld life saving to mu-
sic from Tom Jones, and the final 
number, "Genesis Chapter One," an 
interpretation in ballet of the words 
of the Bible read by Paul Barstow, 
director of theatre. Also showing a 
richness of symmetry, grace, and de-
sign were melancholy "He Amado," 
and exotic ''Pagan Love Song." 
Sensational Lighting 
Compliments go to Nancy Beyer 
'68 and to the entire lighting crew for 
the sensational effects they produced 
with color and light on water. Also 
laudable were Jane Turner's '68 cos-
tume designs combining exotic colors 
in unusual patterns. 
Brooke Examines .. 
Continued from page one 
should devise programs of their own. 
He accused the Democrats of aban-
doning their projects and used as il-
lustartion cut-backs in money for the 
"Great Society." 
Brooke said he would not delineate 
his stand O!l Vietnam until he is more 
thoroughly briefed on the situation 
and until he can say something which 
is "not just poltical talk." 
He feels "debate and discussion 
provide the forum for a better, strong-
er foreign policy" and should not be 
carried on only within the majority 
party. Johnson has failed "to dem-
onstrate the moral superiority of our 
system," he charged in regard to 
Vietnam. 
Total Commitment 
Appealing to students to "make a 
'total commitment' to a cause of 
great importance," Brooke urged 
that they "lend their voices, integrity 
and ability to politics." He feels that 
there is great opportunity "to make 
the Republican party the party you 
want" and that it offers therefore an 
especially great challenge. 
Broolat1uhswered questions on sub-
jects from wire·fapping <he's against 
il without a court orderl to the recog-
!lition of Red China <"in a broad 
sense I don't see how we can ignore 
them" but "I am not prepared to 
say how I would vote at the present 
time."> as well as amplifying the 
basic views expressed in his speech. 
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Macrobiotics Invade • • • 
Mr. Kushi claims that about one 
million people throughout the world 
are Macrobiotics. Tilere are HIOO 
Macrobiotics i!l the Boston area. J a-
pan, France, Belgiwn and India have 
the largest groups. 
Linda told of a Macrobiotic group 
in the Pakistan Himalayas 1 shades 
of Sangri-laJ who still have children 
at 120. By staying on the diet, .one 
can prolong life "indefinitely," Mr. 
Kushi said. 
"Confucius, Buddha, Jesus, Moses 
eat like this," Kushi said. "They kept 
very strictly on diet." · 
What about Jesus and_thP crucifi-
xion? 
"Jesus' nervous 5Ystem <yL"ll be-
came paralyzed when they gate him 
vinegar and gall 1 extremely yin' on a 
sponge. He becaJT1e unconscious for 
three days, but didn't die." 
What about resurrection? 
"If you draw image <think> of Je-
sus every day, every night, then you 
become Jesus." !"My father had a 
mental patient Who thought he was 
Jesus,'' Linda interrupted >. You can 
ressurect others. You can ressurect 
yourself." 
"After you're dead?" I queried. 
''Before or after, regardless. This 
is difficult for you?" 
I sipped my oat tea and !!odded. 
"You will know if you eat proper 
food and if you think." All very siin-
ple. 
Transmute Elements 
Mr. Kushi also found the transmu-
tation of elements "very simple." 
"Our friend David is making iron out 
of carbon and oxygen in a laboratory 
upstairs," he told me. His friend Da-
vid teaches physics at B.U. 
His "simple'' formula for the Midas 
touch is "low temperature, low pres-
sure, low energy, and use yin a'ld 
yang." 
Modern science "can transmute 
only miligrams of atom because they 
use violence. Must use harmony. We 
all transmute elements in our body, 
by breathing, eating. Very simple. If 
we all can make gold, people start to 
understand how worldly w~alth is in 
vain," he beamed. 
No More War 
We must "llllderstand" or we will 
be destroyed. The only possible meth-
od to save us is the "tra'lsmutation of 
the atom by low temperature. Then 
physics change, chemistry change 
astronomy change, biology change. 
Then all political and economic struc-
ture change. No more war." 
"Why ckm't you let the government 
know this?" "Ureless, useless, use-
less," Kushi said. "I called the Ato-
mic Energy CommissiO!I, I called the 
United States President, I called sen-
ators." They did not understand. 
"You know the story of Galileo. 
A Long Bunny Trail • • • 
Continued from page nine 
Pom-girl: "Why, those are pieces 
of Italian bread, tasted with Parme-
san cheese and garlic butter." 
Law-School Date: "Each of my 
pieces seems a bit larger than tile 
filet ... Are your french fries good?" 
Porn-girl: "Oh, yes, but won't you 
have some of mine? Potat<>S are as 
bad for me as chocolate is for some 
girls." 
Bite-Sire BuDllies 
Law-&hool Date: Speaking of fig-
ures, aren't the Bunnies a little 
small?" 
Pom-glrl: !Moment of wild confus-
ion l "Uh, yes ... the waitresses are, 
.aren't they? Well, they're very chic: 
about a size five or six. You know. 
they probably dance or model teen 
Eudora Welty . .. 
Co111imud from po1e th,re 
its the next and explains the one be-
fore. 
Miss Welty explained that a "thing 
inside" directs the correct choice, 
and added, givL'lg us an insight into 
what it must feel like, "later tells 
him how he missed it." 
Place and Character 
"We are not made of glass," de-
clared Tristram Shandy. While char-
acters cannot be transparent, place 
can be. It lends the "describable 
outside that defines us to others" to 
the character. 
Lest any doubters remained, Miss 
Welty asked us to imagine The Mag-
ic Mountain set in Spain, or Green 
Mansions i!I the Black Forest. 
Locus For the Writer 
Making reality real is the respon-
sibility of art. It is, Miss Welty said 
<and again we sensed momentarily 
the joy and lK>rrow, the essential lone-
liness, of the artist> a '1onely, un-
remitted, unaided, unaidable vision. 
"Regional,'' declared Miss Welty, is 
an outsiders' term. For tbe insider, 
he is only "writing of life." 
Shows Her Art 
Miss Welty showed her meaning 
when she read her "Keela, the Out-
cast Indian Maiden." We saw the 
detachment yet involvement that 
characterized what she had said. The 
simplicity of language and success-
ful capturing of a reality "twice as 
true as life" crept up on us unawares, 
until at the end we realized the power 
and skill behind it. 
If it is a mark of their gr~s 
that it is impossible to envisio~ a non-
German Mann or a noo-French Flau-
bert, it is equally impossible to con-
ceive c:I. anything but a Southern 
Eudora Welty. 
fashions in the afternoons." 
Law-SChool Date: "OH? Somehow, 
they aren't quite what I'd expected 
. . . you know, the Italian movie-&ar 
type . . . You know, I'm not too 
happy about sitting here, so I can 
O'l1ly see you from the corner of my 
eye. We can't even hear each other 
shout." 
Porn-girl: "And I certaL"lly didn't 
expect that you'd want to see me!" 
Law-School Date: "Well, its about 
ten o'clock, and the show's finally 
over. As soon as my ears stop buzz-
ing, I'll get the check." 
Bunny-Penny: "Wont you come 
again soon sir and use your exclu-
sive Pl.A YBOY CLUB KEY. Please 
step to your right so people who are 
waiting outside in line can come in." 
Law-SChool Date: "Gladly, miss! " 
Sales Tax ... 
Comlnued from page one 
own through an inl'rease1l lm·ome 
tax, other prominent state Demo· 
crats - Edward M<·Corma<"k and 
Kenneth O'Donnell - will not OP· 
pose the sales tax in the <"Oming 
l'ampaign. 
Tax I nevi table 
But what about the voters? Hope 
fully, anger against the sales tax 
will not determine their derision 
this fall. Hopefully. Hobert Heal} 
is right In sensing a. "rond itioning 
on the part of the Massa<•husetts 
voters for some kind of tax." 
Constitutional amendment and a 
progre!lsive income tax would be the 
ideal solution ; that ls currently Im· 
possible. But like it or not, in or 
der to <'Ontinue its programs, to 
modernize, to progress, Massachu-
setts must have money. And the only 
way to raise IOOney Is to tax. 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hiiia CEdar S-0047 
E•enlnga at 7:46 
aun. Gontinuoua Beglnnlno 4:16 ~ 
Ends Thurs., Mar. 10 
"THE MERRY WIVES OF 
WINDSOR" 
Fri. Uina Tues., March 11 to 15 
Your Favorite U.N.C.L.E.'s in 
"THE SPY WITH MY FACE" 
and "TO TRAP A SPY" 
7 Days Beginning Wed., Mar. 16 
The Year's Happ!~ Hit Returns! 
Paul Ford and Maureen O'Sullivan 
"NEVER TOO LATE" 
Filmed in Concord! 
Choirs Cooperate 
For Joint Concert 
This weekend will mark the first of 
two joint concerts by Wellesle~·s 
cooir and the Hamilton College Choir. 
The first concert will ~e pl~ce ~t 
Hamilton, while the men s ch.arr will 
return the visit later this spring. 
About half of Wellesley's choir, 80 
girls, will sing at Hamilton. In. com-
bination with the men, they wdi do 
the Bach Cantata 137, "Lobel den 
Herren" and a piece called "Te 
Deum" in D major by Marc-Antine 
Charpentier. A small professional 
group from Paris will form the Bar-
oque orchestra which will accompany 
the choirs for these two numbers. 
Individual Selections 
Traditionally, a portion of joint 
choir programs consists of selections 
sung by each choir individually. Ac-
companied by Kathleen Winslow '68, 
Wellesley will sing a group of four 
sacred pieces by Schein, Tallis, Rod-
aly and Mendlesshon. 
The concert with Hamilton later 
this spring will include the same Bach 
Cantata and a work by Benjamin 
Britton. 
Scientists saw what he dropped but 
didn't believe it. They thought that 
Galileo made some trick. All truth is 
like that." 
Welcome Visitors 
The Macrobiotics said that they 
would be glad to welcome anyone 
from Wellesley Who wanted to visit, 
even the Preside.."lt of Wellesley Col-
lege, even the janitor. All are our 
friends." 
"Education for women is very im-
portant," Mr. Kushi said. I beamed, 
he continued. "Their education should 
be to develop womanhood, not to 
equalize self ro man. Woman has 
much more important job. Woman 
can transmute from grain to baby. 
Man ca"l only transmute from grain 
to cell. Woman is more Oiologically 
developed than man because woman's 
skin is very smooth. Man is hairy. 
Animal is hairy." 
As I left these friendly_ people won-
dering about a diet that led to health 
and happiness and, occasionally star-
vation, Mr. Kushi expressed his hopes 
for a "food revolution" and "world 
health and harmony." 
But his last words were "Do you 





Femilliae Footwear Faslaioas 
AttradtYely Low-Priced 
5"A Wulllqtoa St., Wellesley Sq. 
CE 5-3183 
Acnu frem 6be 
Welleale7 N..._al BaU 
otn FrNa}' 8IPi 'W 9 P .M . 
GET DISCOUNT CAR.D 
: on Patent Medicines - Vitamim -
Cwmetics - Toilctriu - Etc. at 
I CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
., '72 Weshinaton Street 
. opposite Villqe Church 
. Call CE 5-2"89 for Free DtliV9ry 
I Hours Mon.·Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
You can still buy American 
Airlines Youth Fare 
Identification Cards 
ON CAMPUS 
Kathy Kittleman - Barb Schrage 
will be selling them 
MONDAY, MARCH 14 
from 8:30 to 4:00 at the 
Index Board 
Remember, American Airlines 
Youth Fare /D's can be also 
used on other Airlines. 
Campus 
Friday, March 11 - Experim~ntal 
Theatre Spring Workshop Festival: 
excerpts from William Buller Yeats' 
Puragtory, William Smith's The 
Drunkard or The Fallen Saved, Jean 
Giradoux's The Madwoman of Chail-
' 1ot, and Arthur Kopit's Oh Dad Poor 
Dad, Mama's Hung You in the Clas~t 
and I'm Feeling So Sad. Jewett Audi-
torium, 8 p.m. General admission 75c, 
Welcome students 50c. 
Saturday, March 12 - Outing Club 
5quare Dance, Alumnae Hall Ball-
room, 3-12 p.m. 
Experimental Theatre Spring Work-
Shop Festival: readings from the 
prose and poetry of A. A. Milne. 
scenes from Shelagh Delaney's A 
Taste of Honey, a'ld Tennessee Wil-
liams' The Glass Menagerie, Jewett 
Auditorium, 8 p.m. General admis-
Eion 75c, Wellesley students soc. 
Sunday, March 13 - 9:30 a.m .. in 
Agora, Hillel brunch and discussion 
with Rabbi Malina, "Abiding Values 
in the Rabhinical Treatment of Bibli-
cal Texts." 
Tuesday, March 15 - 4 : 15 p.m. 200 
Billings. Dr. Patterson or Oxford 
University will speak on "Modern 
Trends in Hebrew Literature." All 
tapestries, graphics, rugs. Through 
March 13. . . 
Rose Art Museum, BrandeIS Uru-
versity, paintL'lgs by Philip Guston. 
Through March 'l:l. 
Theatre 
Charles Playhouse - Nicolai Gog-
ol's The Inspector General, through 
April 8. 
Theatre Company of Boston - T~e 
Infantry by Andy and Dave Lewis, 
a drama based on the entanglements 
and frustrations of a group of young 
American soldiers in Germany, star· 
ring Burris de Benning. Through 
March 20. . 
Loeb Drama Center - Frank W1de-
kind's Spring Awakening, a drama 
concerning the twisting of childhood 
mysteries by misinformation and ad-
ult secrecy. March 9 through 12. 
Movies 
Brattle - Francois Truffaut's Shoot 
the Piano Player through March 12. 
Music 
Sunday, March 13 - Violin con-
cert by Kineko Okamura, Gardner 
Museum, 3 p.m., free. 
Friday, March 18 - Piano concert 
by Eleanor Carlson, New England 
Conservatory, 260 Huntington, Boston, 
8:30 p.m., free. 
Art 
D e C o r d o v a Museum, Lincoln, are welcome. . . 
Mass., "Polish Art Today," paintmgs, Monday, March 14 - ~cture by 
Roman O. Jakobson, professor of 
slavic languages, literature, and gen-
eral linguistics, from Harvard U., on 
"The Grammar of Poetry." Pendfe-
ton, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, March 15 - Lecture by 
Louis Hammer, lecturer in philosophy 
on Buber's "I and Thou." 1:45 p.m. 
Pope Room. 
Astronomy Depantment lecture, by 
Dr. Thomas Arny, Amherst, on "Stel-
lar Evolution." Sage, 7:30 p.m. 
Young Republicans Club speaker 
Howard Philips, chairman or the Bos-
ton City Conunittee. Pope Room, 
7:15. . 
Wednesday, March 16 - Economics 
Department lecture by Edwin ~d 
on "Business Enterprise: A Creative 
Challenge." Pendleton, 7:45 p.m. 
Friday, March 18 - Marjor.ie Cope-
land Baum Fund presents a lectu.re-
demonstration by Whiting Balliet. 
Jazz Editor of The New Yorker, and 
a seven-member jazz ensemble. Al-
umnae Hall, 8 p.m. Acl.rnission by 
ticket. 
Pa.port Ptiotos pus Pho&os For 
Appliatious, Uc:e.-a, etc. 
c-taai Phok> Fnae6 
IUBERTS 
13 c..n.I Sb-.et 
James Stewart 
& All Star Cast 
"FLIGHT OF THE in 
PHOENIX" color 
2:00, 4:30, 7:10, 9:45 
Tues. & Thurs. 
1-4-7-9:35 
iimR1'Wlllllm 
ORIENTAL a. SOUTH SEAS CUISINE 
LUAUS every day 
• U~STAIRS VISIT THE 
WAIKIKI LOUM~E ? fEATVRtNG THE MOST UNUSUAL 
DISCOTHEQUE 
~OllliCS~ 
CANTONESE EXOJK ~miti::d f..m~s DRUl(S 
C"a~ Classic 
II AM tea AM IYwy D• 
21 "-"- " ... 
...... • 4H-4!10 
Jean Seberg color 
Honor Blackman 
"MOl\fENT TO MOMENT" I 
2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:25 -
Tues. and Thurs. 
1-3-5:30·7:25-9: 35 
TRANS-WORLD CULTURAL CAMPS INC. 
European Study $1.70 per week 
Earn College Credit in Switzerland 
Study French, German or Italian in a 
Cross Cultural Environment with European Students 
See Switzerland through the eyes of the European with our tours 
Complete Sports and Aquatics Programs 
(Enrollment limited to 50 students) 
JULY 8th • . . . . . . . . . . . . . AUGUST 19th 
The Wellesley National Bank 





where bankin1 is made convenient 
for the Wellesley Collep Studfr'b 
............... .,.... ........ cw-au.a 
....... hoHnlJ ~ ---
